






BRINGING 

INNOVATION AND 

PRODUCTIVITY 

HOME 

Mark Johnson, FAIA, AIBD 

Innovation is a major force 

behind the tremendous 

productivity gains in the 

U.S. I suggest that these gains 

are spilling over from the 

workplace into the home and 

creating new expectations. It follows 

that consumers are seeking to be 

"incredibly productive" in all areas 

of life. Whirlpool Corporation 

detected this pent-up demand through 

extensive consumer research and has 

responded with breakthrough products 

noted for their imaginative utility. 
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The long-term growth rate of 

productivity is currently projected at 

2.5% per year, which will allow living 

standards to double in just 28 years. 

It's not difficult to predict that as 

affluence spreads, architects and 

building designers will find a larger 

audience of clients who are able to 

both afford design services and build 

homes that maximize efficiency. 

As a manufacturer, Whirlpool 

hopes that we will be the first place 

you look when matching your clients' 

dreams with the products that meet 

their lifestyle needs. The Whirlpool, 

KitchenAid and Gladiator brands 

are confidently specified by many 

architects and designers and have 

an enthusiastic following among 

discriminating homeowners. 

Rising prosperity among homeowners 

is not limited to the United States. 

Whirlpool has been privileged to be 

instrumental in improving the lives 

of families across the hemispheres. 

Recently, we focused our resources 

on developing the world's least 

expensive washing machine. 

Introducing the Ideale brand washing 

machine in Brazil, where two-thirds 

of the population have never owned 

an automatic washing machine, has 

led to exciting responses and tangible 

improvements for families. One of our 

customers, a wife and mother of six 

had this to say: "Now I can put Ideale 

to work and do other things like tend 

to my children, cook dinner and even 

visit my sick mother." 

So whether it's launching innovative 

appliances at the high- end for 

American consumers or delivering 

breakthrough products in emerging 

economies, Whirlpool is committed to 

helping you and your clients recapture 

time and pursue their interests in 

every aspect of life. Productivity; use 

it as you see fit. 

Mark R. Johnson, FAIA, AIBD 
Manager, Architectural and Design Marketing 

© 2004 Whirlpool Corporation. All rights reserved.® Registered trademark I TM trademark of Whirlpool , U.S.A. 



KITCHENAID® APPLIANCES HELP YOU CREATE KITCHENS FOR COOKS. 

KitchenAid® appliances deliver exactly what your discriminating clients are looking for: 

legendary performance trusted by accomplished chefs and attractive, thoughtful designs with 

built-to-last craftsmanship. 

For appliances that appeal to your clients who are passionate about their culinary 

skills, specify KitchenAid Brand. Only from Whirlpool Corporation. The Inside Advantage: .. 

To learn more, call 800-253-3977. 

IF YOUR CLIENTS ARE PASSI 0 NATE 

www.insideadvantage.com 
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ABOUT COOKING AND ENTERTAINING, 
THEY DESERVE KITCHEN.AID 

BRAND APPLIANCES. KitchenAid® 
HOME APPLIANCES 

trademark I TM trademark of Whirlpool , U.S.A. 



:;:= The World's "No-Equal" Structural Connector Company 
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Applications 
To Satisfy Your 
Design RequiremenJ 

STRONG-WALL® 
SHEARWALL 
Garage Portal, First Floor and 
Now Second Floor Walls! 

• ICBO ES PFC-5485 

• INCREASED LATERAL RESISTANCE 

• QUALITY-CONTROLLED 
MANUFACTURING 

• FLEXIBLE DESIGN OPTIONS 

• EASY INSTALLATION 

Visit our website: 
www.simpsonstrongwall.com 
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New Urbanist powerhouse Torti Gallas and Partners is reviving 
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Have you always wanted more choices 

for the homes you design? 

Are you constantly on the lookout 

for extras that will make your work 

truly unique? 

If so, imagine all of the possibilities 

that the Weather Shield Accentials™ 

Colors & Finishes system has to 

offer you. 

The Accentials system is a 

great example of our exclusive 

FocusEngineering TM process that 

constantly pushes the creative 

envelope. Seven standard paint 

colors, 48 designer colors, virtually 

any custom color and now seven 

anodized aluminum exterior 

finishes offer you almost unlimited 

design possibilities. 

You have the freedom to contrast 

or complement the color of siding, 

stone, roofing or trim on any style 

of home. 

FocusEngineering is what makes 

us different from everyone else. 

Don't settle for less. Call us at 

1-800-477-6808. Demand better. 

Compromise nothing. Want more. 

Want More 
Circle no. 25 

www.weathershield.com/RA 

© 2003 Weather Shield Mfg., Inc. 
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Now you can find all the product 
information you need instantly. 

Search. Find. Compare. 

You'll find everything from product 
descriptions, diagrams, and 
dimensions to installation 
instructions and supplier locators. a build 
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WINDOWS THAT CREATE YOUR VISI ON 

Kolbe & Kolbe 
Windows & Doors 

When Architect John Fulton and Custom 

Home Builder Richard Farmer partnered to 

design and construct this 6,800 square foot 

residence, they turned to Kolbe & Kolbe 

windows & doors to help create their vision. 

A strong focus on quality details was the 

key to creating this English Country style 

home. Details such as the authenticity of 

Kolbe & Kolbe's simulated divided lites, 

paired with the versatility of their extensive 

product lines, made Kolbe & Kolbe the clear 

choice. Kolbe & Kolbe windows & doors 

are built from your perspective and to 

your exact specifications. So when you're 

required to concentrate on the big picture, 

it's nice to know that Kolbe & Kolbe is 

focused on the details. 

Circle no. 277 

See the Difference Quality Makes 

www.kolbe~kolbe.com 
Private Residence 

Troutville, VA 





IT'S THEIR ROOF. BUT IT'S YOUR REPUTATION. 

If your perception of laminated shingles is dull, flat and boring, it's time you considered Capstone@ 

shingles from Elk. Capstone boasts the looks, profiles and colors that open up entirely new design 

possibilities for steep;slope applications. With deep shadows created by its timeless, slate; like 

appearance, Capstone brings an air of distinction to any roof. 

For a free specifier kit complete with samples and more information, call 800.354.7732. Or visit 

us at www.elkcorp.com. 

ELK 
Circle no. 294 The Premium Choice· 

w w w . e l k c c1 r p . c ,l m 

ru2003, Elk Premi11m Building Products, Inc . All trademarks, W), are registered trademark; of Elk Premium Building Product>, Inc. 
All trndcmnrks, ,., , arc trackmarb pending regi;;rrntinn of Elk Premium Building Products, Inc., an ElkCorp Cllmpany. 



from the editor 

the name game 
should you name your firm after a person, place, or thing? 

bys. claire conroy 

W hen journalists 
observe some
thing unusual, 

they make a mental note of it. 
If they see it again, they think 
they've discovered a trend. 
Three times, and they'll 
probably write about it. Last 
issue, we covered five young 
architecture firms finding 
their way in the profession 
(November/December 2003, 
"Sta.it-ups"). At some point, 
each had to name their fledg
ling enterp1ise. Three out of 
the five chose abstract names 
rather thai1 their own moni
kers. We had "In Site: Archi
tecture," "Architect Works," 
and "Inscape Studio." Many 
other baby firms we consid
ered profiling had similar 
"concept" names instead of 
the usual "John Hancock 
Architects." I think there's 
a movement afoot among 
young ai·chitects toward a 
more democratic or even 
collective approach to run
ning a company. 

Choosing a concept naine 
allows architects elbow room 
to reinvent themselves over 
the years. Maybe they'll add 
partners, associates, or other 
related design pros to the 
mix. Everyone feels a greater 
sense of ownership (even 
if only principals hold the 
shares) and belonging, or 
so the theory goes. The firm 

is a tea.in, even if it's obvious 
there's a star player or two. 
This template solves a num
ber of problems. Chief 
among them is that the pub
lic identity resides with the 
practice and not with a single 
practitioner. So, if an impor
tant principal decides to 
leave one day or joins Frank 
Lloyd Wright in the great 
beyond, the firm doesn't 
have to reconceive itself. It 
simply chugs along, doing 
what it's always done. 

Some established fnms 
who've survived the loss of 
a key "name" partner have 
also chosen the "brand" 
route. When Sarah Susanka 
left Mulfinger, Susanka, 
Mahady & Partners, the firm 
decided to choose a name 
that more accurately repre
sented the collective nature 
of the practice. Each archi
tect does his or her own 
work, rather than supporting 
the name partners' oeuvre. 
They settled on "SALA," a 
word that means "a special 
room" in Latin-based lan
guages. According to paitner 
Michaela Mahady, "Having 
our name be a single word 
instead of the partners' sur
names shows that we're 
not structured traditionally, 
with just a few principals in 
control." Centerbrook Archi
tects and Planners is another 
example of this solution. Re
sponding to the departure 
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of founding partner Charles 
Moore, the firm renamed 
itself after its home base of 
Centerbrook, Conn. Both 
SALA and Centerbrook are 
pleasant-sounding names that 
suggest a quality of work. 

More activist-sounding 
names can also convey a mes
sage. For instance, calling 
your firm "Resolution: 
4 Architecture," as Joseph 
Tanney and Robert Luntz, 
architects of the Dwell Home, 
have done, implies a high
concept venture. Indeed, the 
firm is committed to the 
advancement of modular tech
nologies as a means of mak
ing houses more affordable. 

The brand or concept 
route may well be the way 
of the future, but I wonder if 
we lose something important 
in barreling down that path 

Mark Robert Halper 

without detour. Custom 
home design, in particular 
among niches, with its inti
mate relationship between 
client and architect, seems 
to cry out for a real person's 
name on the plans-a spe
cial talent in charge. Maybe 
I'm not ready yet to give up 
the idea of star architects. 
And I don't mean the cliched 
prima donnas who browbeat 
their clients into paying for 
their vision, but the gifted 
few who stand just a bit 
taller than the rest. ra 

Questions or comments? 
Call me: 202.736.3312; 
write me: S. Claire Comoy, 
residential architect, 
One Thomas Circle, N.W., 
Suite 600, Washington, 
D.C. 20005; or e-mail me: 
cconroy@hanleywood.com. 

www.residentialarchitect.com 13 





Now that we have 5 wood species and 19 clad colors as standard options, you can design truly unique 

homes for your customers. Visrt marvin.com or call 1-800-236-9690 (in Canada, 1-800-263-6161). 

©2004 Mi'lrv1n Windows and Doors. A ll rights reserved. ®Registered trademark of Marvin Windows and Doors Made for you: 
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The Art of Wood Floors. 
Next project, specify the Bellagio Collection of wide-plank, long-length 

flooring. Hardwoods like Brazilian Cherry, Walnut, Maple, Beech and 

19 others, chosen for their beauty, engineered to be affordable, and 

prefinished to stand the test of time . Call today 

for samples or more information. 
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The Art of Wood Floors 
800.8~4.5671 

www.oregonlumber.com 

Now you can find all 
the product information 

you need instantly. 

Search. Find. Compare. 

You'll find everything 
from product descriptions, 

diagrams, and 
dimensions to installation 

instructions and 
supplier locators. 

ebuild 
THE PROFESSIONAL'S GUIDE 
TO BUIL DING PRODUCTS TM 



Hanley Wood Salutes the Winners of the 

esse H.Neal 

BUILDER 
Finalist, Best Subject-Related 
Series of Articles, 2003 

Finalist, Best Single Issue 
of a Magazine, 2003 

Finalist, Best How-To Article 
or Subject-Related Series 
of How-To Articles, 2003 

Winner, Best Subject-Related 
Series of Articles, 2001 

Finalist, Best Single Issue 
of a Magazine, 2001 

Finalist, Best Single Issue 
of a Magazine, 2001 

Finalist, Best Staff-Written 
Editorial, 2000 

Finalist, Best Single Issue 
of a Magazine, 2000 

Awards 

REMODELING 
Winner, Best Department 
or Column, 2000 

Winner, Best Department 
or Column, 1999 

Finalist, Best Feature 
Article, 1999 

CUSTOM HOME 
Winner, Best Department 
or Column, 1999 

residential architect 
Winner, Best Staff-Written 
Editorial, 2003 

TOOLS OF THE TRADE 
Winner, Best Department 
or Column, 2003 

Finalist, Best Staff-Written 
Editorial, 2001 

AQUATICS 
INTERNATIONAL 

Finalist, Best News 
Coverage, 2003 

BUILDER Online 
Finalist, Best Web Site, 2003 

Winner, Best Web Site, 1999 





letters 
keep those cards, letters, and e-mails coming. 

barrier beef 
very much enjoyed your 
editorial in the July issue 
of residential architect 
("Vacation in Place," 
page 15). We routinely 

rail against the "devil's 
appraisal system" and the 
resale conventions that, as 
you say, "indenture" home 
buyers, trapping them "in 
the dull status quo." The 
idea that people may look 

Greg Hursley 

at second homes or vaca
tion homes in a more per
sonal and unfettered way 
clearly points out that there 
are more important qualities 
in home design than those 
continually regurgitated by 
what I call "the evil axis" 
-the real estate, appraisal, 
and banking industries. 

While I found the con
cept you proposed enlight
ening and will ce1tainly 

make use of your arguments 
in my practice, I am uncom
fmtable with the apparent 
reality that most vacation 
homes diminish the quality 
of the beautiful surrounding 
environment for everyone 
but the private owners. The 
examples in this issue of 
your magazine ("No Vacan
cy," page 68) appear to be 
on large tracts of land right 
in the middle of the cher
ished natural environments 
we would all love to visit. 

For every home like 
Ron Mason's 17-acre camp 
(left), several families are 
fenced off from access to 
the wilderness by these 
private barriers. The homes 
are all beautiful and won
derfully simple and person
al; however, they sit empty 
much of the year while 
other people go without 
adequate housing. 

We need a better balance 
in our system of providing 
housing and we need to 
encourage more sharing of 
access to our natural trea
sures and less sprawl-induc
ing use of the land. 

Michael Kephart 
Kephart Architects 

Denver 

wake-up call 
have been a heart patient 
since 1968, with several 
attacks and bypass sur
gery twice since then. 
Recently, my wife 
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joined the heart-attack 
ranks, with a bypass and 
valve replacement. We have 
thus started to pursue a 
retirement home much 
more vigorously than we 
did during the years of 
my problems. 

Out of the hundreds of 
floor plans and models that 
are sent to me, not one 
addresses the problems 
of ADA or even senior diffi
culties that come with ad
vanced birthday syndrome. 
When will architects who 
design retirement communi
ties wake up and realize 
that they are designing for 
seniors with at least a few 
problems of mobility? Even 
the model homes we visited 
presented baiTiers that gave 
us difficulties. 

Here in Fayetteville, they 
have an annual New Home 
Week. Not one of the homes 
we have seen over the eight 
years we have been trying 
to relocate has been wheel
chair-accessible! We may 
not be quite that far yet, but 
stairs can still be a burden. 
Also commodes that ai·e 
buried in 2-by-4 closets. 
And spa tubs with high 
sides and no grab bars. 

Come on, you guys. 
Wake up and realize that 
seniors are a significant 
segment of the home
buying public. 

Don Kemp 
by e-mail 

vacation 
inspiration 

have been a reader of 
your publication for the 
past few months, and 
find the quality excep
tional. Though all our 

work is not residential, it is 
our favorite sector. 

Your editorial in the 
June issue was incredibly 
timely ("Art or Service?" 
page 11). 

While I was vacationing 
on the South Carolina coast, 
sitting on the beach trying 
to relax and untangle the 
problems of running a small 
practice for 20 years, your 
editorial gave me a new way 
of looking at what we "have 
to do." Even the least attrac
tive project can indeed be a 
real oppmtunity. 

Yes, we are all lucky to 
be in this work. 

Thanks for the inspiration. 

Ronald P. Hadaway, 
Associate AJA 

HDH Partners 

Atlanta 

redlines 
residential architect would 
like to clarify a quote from 
Todd Hansen in the Novem
ber/December 2003 story 
"Start-ups." The quote, 
which begins on page 54 
and ends on page 56, should 
read: "I was bringing in 
projects that represented 
a third of total billing in 
my last year there." 

www.residentialarchitect . com 19 







home front 
tips and trends from the world of residential design 

celebrity siting 
ndersen Windows is show architects and builders just 

holding a premiere how much of an impact windows 

at the Sundance can have on a home. 

Film Festival. But Michael Plautz, AIA, of RSP 

the century-old window company hasn't Architects in Minneapolis, strung 

branched out into making movies. 

Instead, it's opening a new show home, 

the Andersen inHOME, on January 15, 

the day the festival begins. Located in 

independent-movie mecca Park City, 

Utah, the project uses both old-fash-

ioned and cutting-edge technologies to 

the floor plan along its ridged site to lines throughout the first floor. "This 

take full advantage of mountain and city house is not about adding more win-

views. He carefully placed exterior win- dows," he says. "It's about a more 

dows and doors to allow passive heating thoughtful use of windows." 

and cooling. And he visually expanded In addition to time-honored tech-

the 6,000-square-foot house with a win- niques like passive solar design, Plautz 

<lowed winter garden that opens up sight incorporated some high-tech ideas from 

shelter show 

a ffordable housing can and should 
be beautiful. That's the premise of 
"Affordable Housing: Designing an 

American Asset," a new exhibition at the 
National Building Museum opening February 
28 and continuing through August 8, in 
Washington, D.C. "Housing is the topic of 
greatest interest to our visitors," says NBM 
chief curator Howard Decker, FAIA, "but 

Courtesy National Building Museum 

Among the 18 projects in the National Building Museum's exhibition "Affordable Housing: Designing 
an American Asset" are the Row 8.9n Townhomes (left), by Nashville, Tenn.-based Everton Oglesby 
Architects, and Colorado Courts (right), by Pugh + Scarpa Architecture in Santa Monica, Calif. 

this is an issue within the built environment 
that most people don't think about. We've 
selected 18 fantastic projects that we hope 
will help dispel the negative myths that 
Americans have about affordable housing." 

Models, photographs, drawings, computer 
simulations, and videos illustrate the designs, 

22 www.residentialarchitect.com residential architect I january · february 2004 



Courtesy Andersen Windows 

For the Andersen 
inHOME at Sun
dance Film Festival, 
Michael Plautz, AIA, 
combined common
sense passive solar 
design with newly 
developed window 
technology. 

Andersen's research department. Many and speakers, make appearances, too. trends in windows are going to be," says 

of the rooms, for example, feature interi- None of these futuristic prototypes Frank Quadflieg, director of marketing 

or windows with switchable glazing. have made it into the marketplace yet; communications at Andersen. The home 

The glass goes from clear to opaque with their purpose in the house is to stimulate will remain open by appointment through 

the touch of a button. The company's the imagination. "The inHOME is really a the end of the 2005 Sundance Film Fes- · 

multimedia window concepts, in which test lab for Andersen, not so much to test tival. For more information, go to www. 

panes of glass serve as computer screens new products as to explore what the next anderseninhome.com.-meghan drueding 

which were selected from among 180 nation
wide submissions. A database of all submis
sions and involved architects will be available 
on CD and through the museum's Web site. 

A related symposium on March 30 and 
31 will discuss the viability and benefits of 
good design in affordable housing. And 
a corresponding exhibition titled "Stories 
of Home" (December 4 through March 7) 
will present photographs and narratives 
exploring the impact of affordable-home 
ownership. Lectures by the architects and 
tours of those projects in the D.C. area are 
also scheduled. 

For museum hours, call 202.272.2448 
or go to www.nbm.org.-shelley d. hutchins 

planning ahead 

k 
en Dahlin, AIA, wants to serve mid
range home buyers by offering a 
design-savvy alternative to "bland 
builder production homes that all Courtesy Genesis Architecture 

look alike." This spring, he's moving his family into a prototype "New Prairie Concept 
Home." Clients will use the house's floor plans and elevations as a starting point, and 
Dahlin's firm, Racine, Wis.-based Genesis Architecture, will tailor the home for a set fee. 
"I've felt for years that a client who wants a home of $250,000 to $400,000 is underserved 
by production homes, but it's difficult to design a house from scratch in that range and make 
a profit," Dahlin says. The 2,600-square-foot concept home can be built for $110 to $150 per 
square foot; an additional $10,000 service package covers architectural consultation, site plan
ning, interior design services, and coordination with the builder. Borrowing from Frank Lloyd 
Wright's Usonian principals, the design features an open, streamlined floor plan. Insulated 
Concrete Forms (ICFs) and Lite-Deck concrete flooring with radiant-heating systems con
tribute energy efficiency and durability. ''The look is a little more conservative than I would 
normally design, but I wanted to appeal to a broad range of people," says Dahlin.-s.d.h. 
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ceramic tiles 
of italy design 
competition 
deadline: january 30 

Celebrating its 11th 
year, this awards 
competition recog
nizes inventive use of 
Italian ceramic tile. 
A winner in each cat-
egory-residential, Christopher Barone 

commercial, and institutional-receives $5 ,000 plus 
a trip to Coverings 2004 in Orlando, Fla. Winners are 
also eligible for a trip to Cersaie 2004 in Bologna, 
Italy. Shown: The O'Neill Center for Healthy Fami
lies, by Scranton, Penn.-based Hemmler + Camayd 
Architects, winner of the 2003 residential prize. 
For entry requirements, call 718.783.3160 or visit 
www.italytile.com. 

frederick p. rose 
architectural fellowship 
deadline: march 29 

Sponsored by the Enterprise Foundation, this fellowship 
awards new architects a $40,000-a-year stipend plus bene
fits and training opportunities for three years. In exchange, 
fellows partner with nonprofit organizations to design 
and build community-based projects such as affordable 
housing. Call 435.655 .3226 for an application or go to 
http://www.enterprisefoundation.org/RoseFellowship/. 

the world of henry glass 
january 9-april 10 
architech gallery, chicago 

After fleeing Vienna in 193 8, 
architect and industrial designer 
Hemy P. Glass came to the U.S. , 
where he enjoyed an illustrious 
career spanning 65 years. He 
worked under Russell Wright and 
Gilbert Rohde and went on to 

i}..,. "+- design hotels, showrooms, and 
~§... innovative furniture, such as this 

'--- - -------'="'---'-.....J 1950 Swingline Wardrobe. 
Architech's exhibition showcases Glass' drawings, 
models, and prototypes. For gallery hours, call 
312.475.1290 or visit www.architechgallery.com. 

www . resid ent i a/ar chitect . com 

from house to home: 
picturing domesticity 
february 1-may 3 
moca at the pacific design center, west hollywood, calif. 

Through a variety of media, contemporary artists 
convey their vision of what makes a house a home. 
Featured luminaries 
include Kevin Appel, 
Jeff Koons, and Joel 
Shapiro. Shown: Ougi, 
by Mike Kelley, 1990. 
For more details, call 
213.626.6222 or go to 
www.moca.org. 

world of concrete 
february 16-20 

Courtesy MOGA 

orange county convention center, orlando, fla. 

== woRLD OF l 
~CONCRETE 1 

I WITH I WORLO OF MASONRY I lj 

Operating in conjunction 
with the World of Mason
ry and sponsored by resi
dential architect's parent 

company, Hanley Wood, this conference and trade show 
encompasses more than 1,500 exhibitors and 96 educa
tional seminars in nine different tracks, including resi
dential and decorative specialties. To register, call 
866.962.7469 or visit www.worldofconcrete.com. 

coverings 
march 23-26 
orange county convention center, orlando, fla. 

View the latest tile and stone flooring product designs, 
styles, sizes, and colors, created by more than 1,400 
companies from 100 countries. Last year's event 
attracted 30,000-plus architects, builders, buyers, 
wholesalers, and designers. Call 703.683.8500 for 
additional information or see www.coverings.com. 

continuing exhibits 
Frank 0 . Gehry: Work in Progress, through 
January 26, Museum of Contemporary Art, Los 
Angeles, 213.621.2766; Stories of Home, through 
March 7, National Building Museum, Washington, 
D.C. , 202.272.2448; The Undiscovered Richard 
Meier: The Architect as Designer and Artist, 
through April 4, High Museum of Art, Atlanta, 
404.733.4400.-shelley d. hutchins 
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ROOFING WINDOWS A DECKING AND RAILING 
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k+b tu di 0 
kitchen: 
concrete impressions 

Not an inch of island 
space is wasted. 
Wide, roll-out drawers 
provide storage for 
pots and pans. 
Perforated stainless 
steel doors conceal 
a trash-bin cubby 
(opposite page, 
far right.) 

e~ ~an resist the lure of smooth, wet concrete calling out for 
c~rved initials or a quick hand imprint while no one's looking. 

· ij)esigner, artist, and concrete fabricator Fu-Tung Cheng of 
, erkeley, Calif.-based Cheng Design has been yielding to 

ii such temptation since the early 1980s, and perfecting its artful 
, application ever since. "Concrete is fundamentally earthier 

than granite or other stone," explains Cheng. "It's an earth 
matrix that nature sets up with a variety of aggregates that 
we select and mix up to create our own result." 

In this 24-by-18-foot kitchen, Cheng enhanced and 
softened the naturally rugged appearance of 
concrete with polished surfaces, integrated 
color, embedded gemstones, and his signature 
ammonite fossil imprints. The homeowner, 
says Cheng, is an artist who "wanted to live 
with art rather than display it." 

The elliptical island holds a six-burner 
gas cooktop with slide-out storage for cook
ware below. Its sides slope gently inward to 
eliminate the need for a toekick, accentuating 
the material's monolithic character. Because 
concrete can stain, Cheng tucked 
a perforated stainless steel shelf 
into the corner curve to serve 
as a receptacle for hot pots and 
cold drinks. 

The floors of the informal 
eating area are also poured-in
place concrete, as is the half
wall that supports one end of the 

dining table and delineates the adjacent vaulted 
living room. The nearby floating stairs are cast 
concrete bolstered by steel ziggurats tied into 
floor joists. Although delicately rendered, all 
this concrete is quite weighty and requires 
careful attention to structural engineering. 
The accommodation is worth it, Cheng says, 
because substance and mass are a solid part 
of concrete's appeal.-shelley d. hutchins 

Photos: Matthew Millman 
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The concept for 
the open, eat-in 
kitchen was "multiple 
island areas that 
were useful sculp
tures," says Cheng. 
Positioned around 
the main island are 
an informal dining 
table, a desk, and a 
small sitting nook. 

residential architect I january · februa r y 2004 

designer: Cheng Design, Berkeley, Calif. 

general contractor: Tom Heyenga 

Construction, San Jose, Calif.; cabinet
maker: Guba & Associates, Oakland, 
Calif. 

resources: ceramic tile: Gary Holt 

Design; light fixtures: Halo; plumbing 

fixtures: KWC; range: Russell; range hood: 

Cheng Design; refrigerator: Sub-Zero; 

oven: Gaggenau 
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k+b u di 0 
bath: 
gray's concrete anatomy 

Sunlight streams 
through a gabled 
skylight and transom, 
warming the bath
room's concrete 
walls and marble 
tub. Glass block 
admits more light 
while affording 
bathers privacy. 

"Concrete is fluid and shapeable. Aestheti
cally, there are many ways to get different 
effects. But it's also heavy and expensive," 
~ys Malibu, Calif-based architect David 

.,Lawrence Gray, FAIA. Gray believes strong-
ly enough in its benefits that reinforced con
crete is the sole structural material for all of 
his designs. As in most of his projects, the 
architect's own Malibu beach home features 
post-and-beam concrete construction with 

radiant-heated concrete floors. 
The material is left exposed 
and unsealed throughout
even in wet spaces such as this 
master bath. Gray describes 
his house as "a concrete skele
ton with glass, stone, and 
glass-block infill." 

The "infill" for the con
crete-wrapped master bath 
consists of marble for an open 
shower/soaking tub and glass 
block for the exterior wall. 
Steel-framed transparent glass 
above the tub is part of a sky
light cruciform that runs the 
entire length and width of the 
third floor. A north-facing 
transom completes the glass 
litany, offering bathers direct 
sunlight from dawn to dusk. 
Gray selected sustainably har-

Tim Street-Porter vested teak doors as a nod to 
the waterfront setting and to add warmth. 
"Wood is beautiful but impractical," notes 
Gray. "Concrete is a timeless material that 
minimizes threats of fire, flood, rot, mold, 
termites, salt water, and extreme tempera
tures. And it's green building in its purest 
sense."- shelley d. hutchins 
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architect: David Lawrence Gray Architects, AIA, 

Malibu, Calif. 

Courtesy David Gray 

general contractor: LCG Construction, Malibu; 

structural engineer: Dimitri Vergun, Santa Monica, 
Calif. 

resources: cabinets: Siematic; light fixtures: Halo and 

Lightolier; plumbing fittings and fixtures: Dornbracht 

and American Standard 



TUFF-N-DRI named 
# 1 in innovation. 

ARCHITECTS SHOW THEIR VOTE OF CONFIDENCE. 

In the residential architect 2003 Innovative Brand Study, architects 

not only selected TUFF-N-D RI® Basement Waterproofing System 

as the most innovative brand in its category - they chose it by 

more than 2 to 1 over the next closest competitor. 

Specify INNOVATIVE MOISTURE PROTECTION 
for your basements with the winning 

performance of TUFF-N-DR~. 

To learn more about TUFF-N-DRI, call 800-DRY-BSMT. Or visit TUFF-N-DRl.com. 



TAKE A CLOSER LOOK. 

Water holdout measures how well a 

housewrap keeps out rain, snow and sleet. 

Independent tests prove Typar House Wrap· 

far' exceeds the minimum standards for 

water holdout. Keeping water out may help 

prevent mold, mildew and water damage 

in the wall cavity 

Because it's the ideal secondary weather 

barrier, you can trust Typar to protect your 

sheathing and frame during construction. And 

Typar will continue to resist moisture penetration 

for the life of the home. 

So if you're looking for a housewrap you can count 

on, stop your search at Typar HouseWrap. Trust it for your 

next project. 

For more information, call 1.800.284.2780 

or visit www.typarhousewrap.com. 
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NEW TYPAR HOUSEWRAP. 
TO WATER IT ACTS LIKE 

A STOP SIGN. 
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model behavior 
designing a show home is not all glamour and congeniality. 

by donald m. rattner 

y definition, a model 
home is a dwelling 
created for purposes 
that go beyond the 

standard rationale of pro
viding shelter or profit. 
In some instances a model 
home may be fueled by a 
social, aesthetic, or philo
sophical agenda, as when 
Prince Albert erected a 
prototypical worker's cot
tage in London's Hyde Park 
in 1851. Albert's effort to 
improve the conditions of 
a social class became the 
progenitor of many socially 
minded model homes creat
ed in America and Europe 
since then. 

In some cases these 
demonstration dwellings, 
as they were later termed, 
simultaneously provided 
architects with an opportu
nity to advance an artistic 
program. Best known to 
design professionals today 
are the 20th-century houses 
built to espouse Modern
ism. In America, the Case 
Study Houses designed by 
various architects and built 
in California from 1945 to 
1966 epitomize the conflu
ence of aesthetic and altru
istic objectives. Conceived 
and published by John 
Entenza in his magazine 
Arts & Architecture, the 
homes promoted the notion 
that Modern design could 

Photos: (top) Mick Hales; (above) Maura McEvoy 

address the requirements 
of postwar, middle-class 
suburban life from a tech
nological, artistic, and cost 
perspective. 

Model homes have sel
dom been produced purely 
for charitable purposes, 
however. Entenza's homes 
were created in collabora
tion with developer-builders, 
sold for profit, and occu
pied. In many cases ven-

dors of building materials 
or technologies provide 
their products at a discount 
in order to access a poten
tial market. Architects 
assume their practices will 
benefit from the accrued 
exposure. In fact, nearly 
every party involved likely 
enters into the project 
expecting to advance their 
corporate objectives as well 
as larger, collective goals. 

Rattner's design for the 
Town & Country show 
home at The Green
brier in West Virginia 
sets an upscale tone for 
the new community 
being developed at this 
historic resort. Working 
with interior designer 
Victoria Hagan of New 
York, he created a 
home that respects the 
formality of its context 
while accommodating 
contemporary lifestyles. 

first resort 
Lately a new variation of 
the model home has ap
peared that injects its his
torical characteristics into 
a contemporary context. 
This current permutation 
emanates from developers 
using model homes as a 
mechanism for promoting 
their projects. 

I recently completed one 
such home at The Green-
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brier, a historic springs 
resort in West Virginia, 
on behalf of the Georgia
based development com
pany Dolan, Pollak & 
Schram. Its uniqueness as 
a project type offers in
sights into the opportunities 
and challenges for archi
tects working on noncon
ventional houses. 

Several aspects of the 
Greenbrier commission 
were appealing. From an 
architectural standpoint, 
the most intriguing was the 
chance to promulgate in 
built form a standard for 
design and construction 
quality applicable to the 
emerging community. 
Facing the sobering reality 
that I might not be the only 
architect ever to design a 
custom home there, I drew 
up a set of design guide
lines per the developer's 
request. These rules would 
ensure a coherent vision 
for the other custom homes, 
as well as reinforce proper
ty values by setting high 
standards. Our model home 
would be expected to com-

qualities of a 200-year-old 
resort, while adapting this 
legacy to the needs of 
21st-century homeowners. 
These dual qualities gave 
me occasion to explore my 
growing interest in synthe
sizing Traditional and Mod
ern design, adding to the 
appeal of the project on a 
personal level. 

Of course, pursuing 
one's artistic interests might 
be routine for many archi
tects, but the Greenbrier job 
differed from the normal 
process in that the client did 
not exist. Instead, the proj
ect team created a fictional 
client profile to drive the 
program and provide a 
basis for making decisions. 
While one might think this 
would be typical for a spec
ulative home, it is unlikely 
that most developer-builders 
give it the depth we did or 
contend with the themati
cally rich context of The 
Greenbrier. More important, 
once the schematic design 
and image of the house 
were determined, the devel
opers largely left design 

"an architect ought not lose sight 

of the potential hurdles in 

this kind of project." 

34 

municate these values clear
ly and skillfully. 

Advancing the aesthetic 
interests of the developer 
neatly dovetailed with my 
own artistic proclivities. We 
both sought to respect the 
historic and environmental 

Courtesy Studio for 
Civil Architecture 

to the project team, giving 
us substantial latitude for 
creativity. 

plus side 
More material considera
tions were evaluated as well, 
such as the fact that this 

www . residentialarchitect . com 

model would be among the 
first custom homes to be 
designed for the 500-lot, 
5,000-acre property. Coming 
to a development so early 
positioned us well for creat
ing the relationships and 
tangible products necessary 
to pursue other private 
commissions there. Once the 
house was built, it would 
serve as a three-dimensional 
brochure for our architectur
al qualifications. 

Equally beneficial would 
be the exposure offered by 
Town & Country magazine, 
with whom the developers 
had partnered to produce the 
house. A large-circulation, 
upscale publication, the 
magazine committed itself 
to producing a lavish story 
at the project's conclusion. 
It also brought most of the 
vendors into the project. The 
magazine's presence echoed 
the intertwining of architec
ture and media in the famed 
Case Study Houses, and 
underscored the fact that 
each participant benefits 
from the other. 

Finally, the project creat
ed an attractive opportunity 
to work closely with a high
ly talented interior designer, 
Victoria Hagan. Victoria's 
keen eye and architectural 
sensibility yielded a better 
scheme than would have re
sulted if we'd worked alone. 

final analysis 
Despite these enticing cir
cumstances, an architect 
ought not lose sight of 
potential hurdles in this kind 
of project. Foremost among 
them is financial sacrifice. 
Often the architect will be 

required to lower or defer 
fees until sale, in return for 
enjoying future benefits. 
Putting further pressure on 
this decision is the addition
al time required to coordi
nate an expanded project 
team. Generating marketing 
materials, interacting with 
the magazine, and facing 
intractable deadlines add 
extra hours of work. 

Since model homes 
today are frequently driven 
by interior design, archi
tects also should evaluate 
the degree to which their 
efforts will be appreciated. 
Fortunately, in her Town 
& Country essay, design 
writer Sarah Medford dis
cussed at length the value 
of fostering collaboration 
between architect and inte
rior designer. Her doing so 
not only helped validate our 
efforts, but also advanced 
an important idea for the 
public as a whole. 

Last year the Greenbrier 
residence was sold for a 
substantial sum, and in 
October 2003 the owners 
moved in. At that point the 
model house became a real 
home, and our work as its 
architects was truly done. ra 

Donald M. Rattner under
took the Town & Country 
show home while a partner 
at Ferguson Shamamian & 
Rattner. He founded the 
New York City firm Studio 
for Civil Architecture in 
2002. Rattner is also work
ing with residential archi
tect's sister publication 
BUILDER on a show home 
for the 2005 International 
Builders ' Show. 
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shades of gray 
developing a seniors-housing niche 

means splitting a few hairs. 

l <--.-..--...---~----~-··~-· ~~---~~-......... ,..-~-...,,_h 

by cheryl weber 

• n Naples, Fla., WCI 

I 
Communities recently 
completed a beachfront 
tower that targets well

heeled buyers in their 50s. 
Its penthouse is priced at 
$12 million. In Atlanta, 
James, Harwick+ Partners 
is designing a subsidized 
apartment building for 
low-income retirees that 
includes a surround-sound 
theater and a fitness center. 
And in Sarasota, Fla., the 
master-planned Lakewood 
Ranch community will 
include an on-site assisted
living facility. 

Once upon a time, so
called seniors housing was 
designed for the 70ish set. 
In addition to institutional 
nursing homes, it usually 
consisted of apartments or 
a string of cottages with 
access to medical care. But 
architects doing retirement 
housing today are dealing 
with a more discerning and 
complex group of buyers, 
people whose ages can span 
40 years and whose income 
levels, lifestyles, and health 
needs range just as widely. 
The types of businesses 
venturing into this market 
have become more diverse, 
too. Private developers, non
profit groups, large corpora
tions, hospitals, insurance 
companies, and universities 
all are getting in on the act. 

·! ( + J (--t~~l;::::lif""';:::c"!:J~~ ""'..&=~~~:::1~~~~~ 

.<. 

As the market heats up, 
architects who can identify 
the hot buttons of baby
boomer housing and pro
vide thoughtful, cost-con
scious design have a ready
made niche that will take 
them far into the future. 

Retirement housing has 
many parts. At one end of 
the spectrum are active-adult 
communities that look, to 

consumers, like any other 
residential development. 
About 9.5 million U.S. 
households are living in age
targeted or age-restricted 
communities, estimates the 
NAHB Seniors Housing 
Council. At the other end of 
the line are continuing-care 
facilities-more than 17 ,000 
in the U.S. , according to 
Thomas Fairchild, director 

Jackie Parsons 

of special projects on aging 
at the University of North 
Texas, Fort Worth. Between 
these extremes are independ
ent-living projects, which 
offer hospitality services, 
and assisted-living facilities, 
which are hard to define 
because they have no single 
blueprint and regulations 
governing them vary from 
state to state. The Assisted 
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Living Federation of Ameri
ca defines an assisted-living 
facility as a core of housing 
with personalized services 
for those who need help 
with daily living, including 
nursing care for Alzheimer's 
patients. ALFA puts the 
number of such residences 
at 20,000. But it's the active
adult segment that's growing 
the fastest, because boomers 
are retiring earlier. 

retirees at play 
"The number of active-adult 
communities is growing rap
idly, largely because of the 
recognition that baby boom
ers are marching toward gold
en ponds," Fairchild says. 
Indeed, most production 
architects have been led into 
age-restricted housing by their 
longtime clients. As baby 
boomers entered their 50s and 
60s over the past decade, 
developers moved with the 
market. Vacation destinations 
such as Hilton Head, S.C., 
evolved into retirement ha
vens. Now, though, builders 
are seeing growth opp01tu
nities outside of Sun Belt 
states, in metro areas like 
Cleveland and Chicago. 
Many retirees have no inten
tion of leaving the familiarity 
of their hometown. 

Like any other housing 
market, the active-adult seg
ment of the seniors popula
tion breaks down into niches 
from which architects can 
pick and choose. "The frag
mentation of the market is 
the thing we're all paying 
attention to," says Mike 
Kephart, Kephait Architects, 
Denver. "What can they 
afford? What cultural back
ground do they come from? 

"the fragmentation of the market 

is the thing we 're all paying 

attention to. what can they afford? 

what cultural background do they 

come from? what kind of lifestyle 

interests do they have?" 

What kind of lifestyle inter
ests do they have-city life, 
rural life? The wise builders 
ai-e selecting the ones they 
can deal with as a service, 
and going at it that way." 

Architects who wish to 
pursue this market must be 
able to convince builders 
that they have a good idea 
who the buyers are- their 
interests, their income level, 
and their psychographics. 
"The biggest issue is that the 
active-adult buyer is a dis
criminating one, no matter 
if they ai·e blue-collai· or a 
corporate executive," says 
Gary Snider, AIA, of Blood
good Sharp Buster's Boston 
office. "You have to under
stand the price point in your 
mai·ket and design to that 
price point. On top of that, 
you have to design some
thing that's better, in terms 
of community planning, 
lifestyle, and features, than 
what they have now. You 
must be able to show them 
how they will live in that 
house now, and 10 years 
from now, and 10 years after 
that. The more specifically 
you define the values of 
your buyer profile, the more 
successful you will be." 

Active-adult c01mnunities 

-mike kephart 

typically include some of 
the elements of a town cen
ter, such as a post office, a 
librai-y, a large sports facility, 
and meeting spaces, so the 
land-planning element is as 
important as the design of 
the homes. Legibility issues 
are critical-how one navi
gates the site, the width and 
configuration of streets, 
and whether to use intersec
tions or roundabouts. Devel
oper Tom Zanic, president 
of New Urban West, Santa 
Monica, Calif., says he looks 
for architects who are as 
well-versed in the big-pic
ture issues of community 
layout, technology, and secu
rity as they are in the things 
that make houses easier to 
live in, such as flexible 
spaces and universal design. 

aging in place 
Three yeai·s ago, James, 
Harwick + Partners, Dallas, 
coattailed into seniors hous
ing after funding for a HOPE 
VI project fell through. The 
developer, with whom JH+P 

had worked for 15 years, 
quickly put together creative 
financing that supported two 
multifamily independent
living projects on a portion 

continued on page 44 
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"the more specifically you define 

the values of your buyer profile, 

the more successful you will be." 

of the site. One was a three
story building with an eleva
tor, the other a one-story 
building with four units. 
"We learned that once you 
provide an elevator, it's most 
efficient to go to a three- or 
four-story building, getting 
as many units per floor as 
you can and reducing the 
footprint, or the distance 
people have to walk," says 

- gary snider, aia 

Ron Harwick, AIA. "It's 
hard for residents to navi
gate long conidors." 

Through research, the 
firm has also learned that 
multifamily seniors units 
should be 50 to 75 square 
feet larger than similar mar
ket-rate apartments. That's 
because most residents are 
leaving homes in which 
they've raised children and 

have gathered furniture over 
the years that's sized for a 
larger house. "When they 
make the transition to an 
apartment, they ought to 
be able to bring some of 
the things that are near and 
dear to them," Harwick 
says. "We needed to educate 
developers about the need to 
upsize the living areas in the 
units, and the costs associat
ed with that." Nevertheless, 
he points out that the disci
pline of multifamily work
avoiding unnecessary circu
lation space such as hall
ways and creating rooms 
that look bigger- works 
particularly well for seniors, 
who want step-saving lay-

outs that feel expansive. 
JH+P is partnering with 

the Atlanta Housing Authori
ty and developer Columbia 
Residential on its second 
such project, subsidized sen
iors housing. The 132-unit 
rental complex will include 
amenities usually reserved 
for higher-end projects: large 
computer rooms, a dining 
area where food is brought 
from off-site, an arts-and
crafts room, a library, a fit
ness center, and a movie the
ater. "We had seniors hous
ing pegged for the last four 
or five years as a growth 
niche market and did the 
appropriate research so we 
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"when we do research and development 

on our own, without fee or compensation, 

clients appreciate that we have the 

information and are willing to share it, 

especially if they're not in that market now." 

could handle it when the 
opportunity came along," 
Harwick says. "Now we're 
doing independent living, but 
we're headed toward assisted 
living and even more institu
tional-type markets." 

-ron harwick, aia 

care package 
Baby boomers are a moving 
target. With increasing age 
come increasing health chal
lenges. Over the years, the 
mix of amenities in active
adult communities has shift-

ed. Clubhouses now include 
offices for dentists and doc
tors. Small-scale medical
care facilities appear on site. 
In a bid to hold on to clients 
as they grow older, develop
ers and land planners are 
designating sites in or near 
master-planned communities 
for a hospital or Mayo clin
ic, assisted living, and con
tinuing care. 

Don Evans, AIA, The 
Evans Group, Orlando, Fla. , 
is keeping pace with aging 
boomers. Twenty-five percent 
of his fnm's work is in sen
iors housing now, compared 
with 10 percent a decade 
ago, though most clients 
assign the medical compo-

nents to specialists. "We 
find ourselves doing these 
retirement projects on a 
joint-venture basis," he says. 
"We're responsible forcer
tain portions of it and over
see the project with munici
palities, but are told to use a 
paiticular firm for the design 
of the total life-care facility." 

CSD, in Baltimore, is one 
of a handful of large fnms 
across the country that de
sign and oversee the total 
package, often teaming up 
with local architects. Its 
projects, many of them $30 
to $50 million and up, in
clude fully independent sin
gle-family homes, duplexes, 
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"it's not just housing, not just nursing, 

and not just country club . . . that's what 

i find so addictive about it." 

and apartments; assisted-liv
ing facilities that deal with 
dementia; and continuing 
care. "It's very specialized 
because it's not just housing, 
not just nursing, and not just 
country club," says Glen Tip
ton, FAIA, the senior vice 
president and senior-living 
studio director, who oversees 
a staff of 90. He also chairs 
the AIA committee on design 
for aging. "It's a mixture of 
hospitality, medical services, 
independent living-and, 
frankly, that's what I find so 
challenging and addictive 
about it. We just opened an 
office in Dallas to begin 
reaching farther west, because 
the demand is everywhere." 

Given their complexity, 
the learning curve on these 
projects is long-Tipton says 
it took 10 years for CSD to 
get up to speed-and so is 
the time from concept to 
completion. The projects 
don't have a predictable 
schedule, and may sit for a 
while in the zoning and 
design process. "They can 
take four to six years to come 
to fruition, so it takes staying 
power," Tipton says. "You 
have to have the capacity to 
absorb the peaks and valleys 
of these kinds of projects 
moving through the firm." 

Architects must also be 
very familiar with multiple 
regulatory codes and the lia
bilities of a licensed envi
ronment. Because it's self
managed, continuing care 

-glen tipton, faia 

isn't quite as litigious as the 
condo industry, but "there 
is that aspect to it," Tipton 
says. "You are being scruti
nized by the legal industry 
for meeting legal require
ments for getting these things 
financed, so you have to 
be able to work your way 
through the HUD process or 
tax-exempt bond financing." 

The projects' finances are 
tightly controlled, and their 
cost-sensitivity can be a 
blind spot. Tipton notes that 
a good deal of value engi
neering goes on, and mas
saging the costs can require 
a major reversal of decisions 
made earlier regarding sys
tems or the size of the proj
ect. And there is much tan
gential work beyond basic 
services, such as getting 
through zoning and site 
planning review, a process 
that varies greatly from 
jurisdiction to jurisdiction. 

When stmcturing a fee, 
graphics services must also 
be identified. As marketing 
strategies evolve to appeal 
to the next generation of 
retirees, Tipton says, an in
creasing amount of material 
is being required, from scale 
models to professional ren
derings. Often, the architect 
is asked to participate in pre
sentations to prospective res
idents. All of this, Tipton 
points out, is time-consuming. 

In the past, continuing
care retirement communities 
have been less profitable than 

www.residentialarchitect.com 

the other types of projects 
Tipton's firm takes on. But 
he expects that to change as 
clients get savvier about the 
relationship between fees 
and services received. "We're 
very thoughtful about the 
work that's required, and use 
that to negotiate the fee," he 
says. "We 're working off 
years of experience to edu
cate the owner." 

getting connected 
To tweak Ikea's slogan: It's a 
big market, someone's got to 
serve it. Architects are enter
ing the gray areas selectively 
and through various means. 
Designing an age-targeted 
community for WCI Comm.u
nities gave JBZ Architecture 
+ Planning, Newport Beach, 
Calif., an entree into some 
assisted-living projects. The 
firm is cun-ently working 
on one in Corona del Mar, 

Calif., with a small builder. 
"We've limited ourselves to 
doing high-end projects be
cause the major assisted-liv
ing builders seem to use a 
formula approach," says Don 
Jacobs, AIA. "We like a cus
tomized approach, almost like 
working on a boutique hotel." 

Having spent several 
years doing research through 
the Internet, conferences, and 
trade publications, JH+P 

takes the initiative to educate 
its clients. "We like to work 
as a team with our clients," 
Harwick says. "When we do 
research and development on 
our own, without fee or com
pensation, they appreciate 
that we have the information 
and will share it, especially if 
they're not in that market 
now. Usually we do design 
sketches and studies, looking 
at costs of projects to give 
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who's who in the 
seniors housing industry 
Participating in industry events gives architecture firms 
exposure to the big guns and the best ideas. Check out 
these professional associations and their Web sites to 
receive information on major conferences, award-winning 
designs, newsletters, and the latest market trends.-c. w. 

AJA Design for Aging Knowledge Community, 
Washington, D.C., 202.626.7300; www.aia.org 

American Association of Homes and Services 
for Aging, Washington, D.C., 202.783.2242; 
www.aahsa.com 

Assisted Living Federation of America, Fairfax, Va., 
703.691.8100; www.alfa.com 

NAHB Seniors Housing Council, Washington, D.C., 
202.822.0200; www.nahb.org 

Urban Land Institute, Washington, D.C., 
202.624.7000; www.uli.org 
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"it's how you position the amenities 

in the project that creates the sizzle." 

them a feel for what their 
investment might be." 

By traveling to see 
award-winning projects, the 
firm absorbs the best ideas. 
Recently, Harwick flew to 
California to review a project 
that won an award from 
the NAHB Seniors Housing 
Council. "It's beneficial to 
go on site, talk to the people 
who run the project, find 
out what works and what 
doesn't, and walk the 
project myself to figure 

- noel khalil 

out why it won this award," 
he says. "You learn things 
you wouldn't have learned 
through a magazine. It's 
worth the time and expense." 

Developer Noel Khalil, a 
partner with Atlanta-based 
Columbia Residential, is a 
longtime business associate 
of JH+P's. He looks for archi
tects who can put together a 
strong elevation and a cost
eff ective floor plan, give a 
competitive price, and pres
ent the product in a way that 

excites the customer. He 
says that on the Atlanta proj
ect, JH+P had done their 
homework on universal
design issues, such as the 
ideal height for doorknobs 
and electrical switches, and 
how to designate a higher 
number of handicapped units 
for the first floor. And the 
proposed building's presen
tation was strong. "When 
prospective residents drive 
up, they see the fitness cen
ter from the exterior through 
a lot of glass," Khalil says. 
"It's how you position the 
amenities in the project that 
creates the sizzle." 

Over the next 25 years, 
as the baby-boom stragglers 

settle into their last resi
dences, marketing experts 
will have plenty to say about 
this discriminating, evolving, 
and endlessly studied part of 
the population. And archi
tects will be paying atten
tion. "The seniors market 
won't go away," says Evans. 
"It's just a matter of asking 
ourselves what we want to 
participate in. When the 
developers come to us, we 
can apply all of our talents
land planning, architecture, 
landscape architecture. We 
can flex our muscles and use 
all our power in the firm." ra 

Cheryl Weber is a contributing 
writer in Severna Park, Md. 
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Torti Gallas' future 
holds plenty of urban 
infill work. Case in 
point: The Ellington, 
a mixed-use building 
under construction in 
Washington, D.C. 
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Torti Gallas and Partners 

Interface Multimedia 

Built in 1978, Montrose 
Oaks, Potomac, Md. , (left) 
epitomizes the suburban 
tract-housing mentality of 
the old CHK. Eighteen of the 
firm's 22 current principals 
and associate principals 
perch on the rooftop of 
The Ellington (opposite) . 



ear 
torti gallas and partners 

helped invent sprawl. 
now they're leading the 

charge against it. 

by meghan drueding 

Bill Cramer 

As a youIJ.g architect a few years out of Notre Dame in the late 1960s, John Tmti, 
_ . _.FAIA'; ·ha4 an awakening. "I was working at a boutique firm in the Midwest, ideal

. istic and starving, and realized you couldn't make money doing the kind of archi
tectur~ yd,u dream about in school," he says. "I bundled up all those ideals and 

... pµt tli~m ip_a box under my bed." In 1973 he took a job with CHK Architects and 
Planners, ari established production housing firm in Silver Spring, Md., and content
ed himself with designing unimaginative suburban subdivisions. 

But this awakening was a false one. He didn't realize it until the recession of the early 
'90s, when the formerly prosperous CHK plunged into dire straits. Two of the original 
partners, Jack Cohen and Leonard Haft, had long since retired. In 1993 the third, an ail
ing Jack Kerxton, did, too, after naming Torti his successor as president. Now in charge 
of a foundering firm and with little to lose, Torti made a bold decision. Combining a New 
Urbanist philosophy with company CFO Tom Gallas' recommendation that CHK pursue a 
more diverse client base, he announced a radically different, design-oriented direction for 
the 40-year-old firm. This gutsy move marked John Torti's true awakening. And it led to 
a rebirth of the firm now known as Tmti Gallas and Partners. 

back story 
Of course, the full story is a bit more complicated. CHK had built a solid reputation 
as a firm that could deliver cost-effective developer housing. During the 1950s, 
'60s, and '70s it designed more than 200,000 homes in the Washington, D.C., sub
urbs. In the 1980s it branched out into hotels, office buildings, and high-rises but 
always kept merchant housing as its backbone. "They did not have an agenda that 
related to making great cities, towns, communities," says current principal Neal 
Payton, AIA, who also worked for the firm in its CHK days. "They made great hous
ing, but it didn't relate to anything larger." 

That was OK with Cohen, Haft, and Kerxton. They knew they'd never be esteemed 
in design circles. Their strength lay in their ability to give developers what they 
wanted, on time and on budget. Their tight professional and social relationships 
with clients meant they didn't have to market at all, and their employees were well 
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change 
of heart 

compensated financially. Talented designers like John Torti came to the firm and 
stayed, because it gave them a chance to practice architecture while earning a 
comf011able living. 

Cohen, Haft, and Kerxton were strong businessmen, but their training was still 
in design rather than financial matters. When Cohen and Haft began to phase out in 
the mid-80s, Kerxton cast his net for a business director to handle the company's 
affairs. He ended up hiring a hotshot P1ice Waterhouse accountant named Tom 
Gallas in 1985, and the other half of the Torti Gallas equation clicked into place. 
Gallas wasn't a designer, and to CHK that was one of his strengths. He could look 
at the way the firm functioned and make judgments based on his experience in the 
financial world. The fresh eye he brought to the firm would eventually become the 
catalyst T011i needed to make his design vision a reality. 

new look 
By the time Torti officially took control, CHK's deep well of clients had dried up. 
It wasn't that they'd gone to another architect- they'd simply gone out of business. 
CHK's payroll dropped from 165 people to 37. If the firm didn't find new sources 
of work soon, it was in serious danger of going the same way its clients had. 

At Torti's suggestion, Gallas started a marketing division. He researched the possi
bility of working with recession-resistant, public-sector clients like the military, city 
housing agencies, and local governments. Though CHK had no experience in such 
areas, Gallas managed to convince Torti that the future of the firm lay with public
sector work. "Because Tom knew the firm so well, he was not shy about telling the 
pai1ners what to do," says Torti. "Three years later, two-thirds of our business was 
with public clients, up from zero for the 40 years before that." Gallas also began pur
suing national private clients to take the place of the bankmpt local ones. 

In addition to the change in client base, the firm underwent a drastic structural 
revamping. The planning, design, and project-management divisions of CHK had 
always been entirely separate. "Under the old system, the designer did the design 
and then walked away," says Gallas. Not anymore. Under the new model, a design 
team would be responsible for a project from start to finish- getting the job, 
designing the site plan and architecture, and overseeing constmction until the last 
brick was mortared into place. 

The system gave the architects more control over the execution of their work, 
and it got CHK closer to its goal of achieving high-quality design while still turning 
a handsome profit. For the first time, the firm started a profit-shai·ing program that 
involved every employee, as well as a bonus system based on project team perfor
mance rather than individual accomplishments. "When your team succeeds, you 
succeed," explains Gallas. "It creates an interdependence." 

plan of attack 
CHK's new setup wouldn't matter much if the firm couldn't sell itself to the 
new client types it wanted so badly. That was where John Torti's conversion to 
New Urbanism came in. Having grown up in a front-stoop-and-corner-store 
neighborhood in the Bronx, N.Y., he knew well the charms and benefits of urban 
living. But he hadn't considered the marketability of old strategies in new neigh
borhoods until he heard the charismatic New Urbanist pioneer Andres Duany, 
FAIA, speak at Catholic University's summer lecture series. "I began to listen 
to him in the '80s," Torti says. "It tapped into my own discontent with what I 
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King Farm in Rockville, Md. , 
started in 1997, (above and 
right) marked Torti Gallas' first 
foray into large-scale, green
field New Urbanism. 

One of Torti Gallas' first over
seas projects, a new town in 
Turkey called Bahcesehir, 
won a 2000 AIA Honor Award 
for regional and urban design. 



Dariush 

Kenneth M. Wyner 

The housing at Lemoyne 
Gardens (2002) , a HOPE VI 
project in Memphis, Tenn., 
emulates the scale and 
style of homes in the 
surrounding area. 

The firm focuses equally on 
architecture and planning. 
At King Farm it designed 
both the master plan (above) 
and some housing (left). 

Torti Gallas and Partners 

Torti Gallas and Partners 

"[the old chk] 

did n.ot have an 

agenda that related 

to 1naking great 

cities, tow,ns, 

co1nn1unities." 

-neal payton, aia 
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Sustainable design 
meets military housing 
at Fort Irwin, an energy
efficient community 
under construction in 
the California desert for 
the U.S. Army. 

Torti Gallas and Partners 

The commission to 
design and plan 
Centergate (2002), 
a neighborhood in 
Celebration, Fla., 
cemented Torti Gallas' 
reputation as a top 
New Urbanist firm. 

was doing in the suburbs, compared with my goals as a young architect." 
Listening to Duany's ideas moved Torti to educate himself about Traditional 

town planning, and then to decide that CHK should become a completely New 
Urbanist firm. He didn't approach that goal halfheartedly. He learned the move
ment's principles inside and out, joining the Congress for the New Urbanism and 
eventually becoming an influential member. And he aggressively recruited talent 
from the worlds of academia and practice, seeking out others who shared his 
desire to create pedestrian-oriented, mixed-use communities. 

As they'd agreed, he and Gallas redirected their energies toward public and 
national private clients. They used New Urbanism to market themselves, trying to 
convince potential customers they could offer something different from standard 
developments. The going was tough at first. Because CHK had no experience work
ing on the kinds of projects it now wanted to do, developers harbored understand
able skepticism. The firm's background seemed so unsuited for public-sector work 
that the Navy actually asked Torti and Gallas to stop applying for work on its bases, 
telling them (mistakenly, as it turned out) it would never hire them. 

But they'd already committed themselves to pursuing new client types and to 
New Urbanism, and they weren't turning back. In 1994 they had two breakthroughs 
-a commission for public housing in Baltimore under HUD's HOPE VI program, 
and a Progressive Architecture award in urban design for the plan of South Riding, 
a Traditional Neighborhood Development in Virginia. Shrewdly, Torti and Gallas 
talked up these successes into other opportunities. Spinning them as examples of 
their firm's ability to create thriving neighborhoods, they began to land key com
missions-Army base housing at Fort Meade, Md.; a TND called King Farm in 
Rockville, Md.; more and further-flung HOPE VI commissions. Persuaded by Torti's 
convincing rhetoric, one gifted architect after another joined the firm. "Our work, 
especially the HOPE VI work, is an exact mirror of my interests in architecture and 
urban design,'' says principal Cheryl O'Neill, Associate AIA. "It's rare to find that." 

turning point 
By 1995, it began to look as if Torti, Gallas, and their rapidly growing staff were 
going to pull off the transformation of CHK. But their very success worried Torti. He 
feared that a firm taking on so many new jobs and employees would lose its hard
won focus . So he instituted a "Design Discourse"-a two-year series of debates and 
lectures on urban design given by in-house architects and attended by everyone from 
principals to administrative staff. "The Design Discourse sent a signal out that we 
believed in something,'' says Payton. "It said we were committed to a value system." 

The outside world was catching on. In 1997 the firm won a national AIA Honor 
Award for regional and urban design, for the Baltimore HOPE VI project, Lafayette 
Courts. By that point CHK had work going on all over the country: military privati
zation, seniors housing, downtown mixed-use complexes, and Neo-Traditional 
neighborhoods. It was even designing a couple of new towns in Turkey. It had got
ten so far away from the CHK model of suburban tract housing, in fact, that the time 
had arrived for a name change. CHK became Torti Gallas and Partners that year. 
Torti's name represents the firm's strength in design and Gallas' its business acu
men. "We're one-hundred percent design, one-hundred percent business,'' Torti says. 
"That's the pact Tom and I made." 

Wisely, they didn't throw away the entire CHK legacy. The old incarnation may 
not have won AIA Honor Awards, but it knew how to produce housing that people 
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wanted to buy and live in. "It's not like they had a bad heritage," says Jonathan 
Barnett, FAIA, head of the urban design department at the University of Pennsyl
vania. "They had a good heritage that they had to transform. Their technical knowl
edge about the implementation of housing has been one of the reasons for their 
success." Architect Maurice Cox, who is also the mayor of Charlottesville, Va., 
concurs. A commercial-cmTidor study Torti Gallas did for his city won an AIA 
Honor Award in 2003, the firm's fifth to date. "Not only are they urban designers, 
but because of their long experience in building houses they were able to speak to 
the housing types needed in Charlottesville," Cox says. 

here and now 
Now, in 2004, the question of whether Torti Gallas could successfully transform 
itself has long been answered. The 51-year-old, 150-person firm has projects going 
on in 4 7 cities across the country, and its principals are regulars on the urban design 
and development lecture circuit. In 2003 it had its best financial year ever. 

Developers sing its praises. "They combine style and vision with practicality, and 
they truly respect the community," says Maureen McAvey, a senior resident fellow 
at the Urban Land Institute who has also worked with Torti Gallas on the developer 
side. The firm's high percentage of winning RFPs has allowed it to take unusual 
risks with its fee structure. In certain cases, it's started to charge developers a 
reduced design rate in exchange for an extra "success" fee if its plan is selected. 

The appeal of its phoenixlike history notwithstanding, the most interesting piece 
of the Torti Gallas puzzle is its continuing effort at self-improvement. Torti and 
Gallas seem to have drawn courage from the initial CHK makeover, for they and the 
other 15 principals are constantly tweaking the way they operate. The quality of the 
firm's architecture is uneven at times, especially compared with its urban design. 
Rather than accept this situation, they're challenging themselves head-on. They've 
started up a second Design Discourse that is devoted specifically to architecture, 
much as the previous one centered on planning. "We're trying to develop an ideolo
gy around our work that is identifiable and explainable," Torti says. "As a large 
firm, we need a way of coming to some common ground." In addition to how-to 
workshops and philosophical discussions, the series also includes studies of work 
by architects the firm admires, such as Robert AM. Stern, Pyatok Architects, 
Michael Dennis, and Hartman-Cox. 

Gallas, now executive vice president, has led an effort to expand the firm's sustain
able design capabilities by bolstering its roster of LEED-certified architects and biing
ing in green-building experts to speak to the staff. As a result, Torti Gallas has several 
sustainable projects in the works, including F011 Irwin, energy-efficient military hous
ing in the California desert, and Salishan, a new rainwater-conservation community in 
Tacoma, Wash. The firm is also forging ahead with innovative retail design ideas for 
its many mixed-use projects. "We're trying to rethink some of retail's basic concepts," 
explains principal Maurice Walters, AIA. "We want to figure out how to bring mom
and-pop businesses back in by taking affordable housing ideas to retail." 

The vogue for New Urbanism among developers may be an obvious trend now, 
but it wasn't in 1993. By remaking CHK the way they did, Torti and Gallas took a 
huge gamble. Most firms in their position would have waited for the economy to 
tum around, hoping that they'd get their clients back and be able to do the kind of 
work they'd always done. But John Torti's ideals escaped that box under his bed. 
And they 're not going back. ta 

Just down the street from 
Torti Gallas' headquarters, 
the Silver Spring Transit 
Center will include housing, 
retail, office, and hotel 
space adjacent to and on 
top of an existing rail and 
bus station. 

Interface Multimedia 
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Reorganizing sprawl is a 
Torti Gallas specialty. In 
Azusa, Calif., the firm plans 
to link a series of new infill 
neighborhoods with pedes
trian-oriented parks, green
ways, and water features. 

© 2001 Michael B. Morrissey MRAIC 

The firm relies on 
Traditional, contextual 
designs to mend the 
urban fabric of a city. 
Historically based archi
tecture grounds the units 
at Laurel Homes (2003; 
above and top two photos). 

'\ve 're one-hundred 

percent design5 

one-hundred 

percent business. 

that's the pact 

to1n and i 1nade." 

- -john torti, faia 
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Oak Hill I Pittsburgh 

re at 

despite some notable successes, 
hud's hope vi program may 

prove there's no one-size-fits-all 
solution to the country's 

public-housing crisis . 

by cheryl weber 
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NewHolly I Seattle 

The house-trailer-like duplexes at Park Lake Homes will 

soon vanish from this part of King County, just north of 

Seattle, replaced by the welcoming townhouses, parks, and 

orderly streets of a village called Greenbridge. Built in 

1943 to house factory workers during World War II, Park 

Lake Homes was converted into public housing a decade or 

so later. Now, says residents' council president TerryLynn 

Stewart, the buildings are "rotting from the inside out." 

The number of dwellings here will swell from 500 to 1,000 to include 
new public-housing, affordable, and market-rate units. Rather than 
benefit from the transformed neighborhood herself, Stewart plans to 
relocate permanently with a Section 8 certificate, to be near her 
daughter and new grandchild 60 miles away. "My circumstances 
cause me to move, but I think they're doing a good thing here that 
will bring the community up and make it a better place," she says. 

Greenbridge is one of 193 redevelopments in 114 cities that have 
been funded by HOPE VI since Congress created the program in 
1992. An acronym for Homeownership and Opportunity for People 
Everywhere, it was designed to lessen concentrations of pove1ty by 
replacing them with mixed-use communities where market-rate and 
subsidized houses stand seamlessly side by side. The U.S. Department 
of Housing and Urban Development pays for community-support pro
grams and the replacement or renovation of deteriorated public hous
ing; other investment money comes from public and private sources. 
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a social village 
HOPE VI projects present architects with the unusual opportunity to 
change the complexion of whole neighborhoods, not just aesthetically 
but also socially and economically. Park Lake Homes, for example, 
occupies 90 acres that are undemsed compared with the density around 
them. "It's unusual to find that much land in which to redevelop a 
whole community," says Chris Libby, AIA, a principal at GGLO Ar
chitects, Seattle, which is working on Greenbridge and another local 
HOPE VI redevelopment called Rainier Vista. "From a planning stand
point, it's a fantastic opportunity to create a main street that has some 
there there." Without a great need for retail at Greenbridge-there is a 
shopping center several blocks away, and the community's density 
would not support more stores-GGLO is investigating ways to create 
energy and activity on the street, not just a neighborhood with eyes 
but one with a soul, too. The firm is inventing a social village of public
service buildings with a storefront presence; a food bank or counseling 
service can join the streetscape, rather than being tucked off in a stand
alone building. And the housing authority expects to lure a coffee- or 
sandwich-shop vendor or two to provide a place to socialize. 

HOPE VI projects are also exercises in letting go of conventional 
thinking, of loosening up and collaborating. In Portland, Ore., where 
the Seattle firm Mithun is working on a design for New Columbia, 
residents representing 20 different language groups gather in the 
local gym for intense design charrettes, with the help of translators. 
They're asking for built-in flexibility, such as duplexes that can be 
locked off as separate units or combined into one large home. 

At High Point, a 2,200-unit HOPE VI in Seattle that includes mixed
use, seniors, and young families, Mithun is working with the public 
utilities to create a pilot stormwater-reuse system. "You have a huge 
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project and you can experiment with it," says Bill Kreager, FAIA. "If it 
works, we'll take it public and expand our city codes." Mithun is also 
recycling materials from the demolition and spending money on high
efficiency framing and HV AC systems. Whereas traditional developers 
may dismiss such measures as too costly, sustainability appeals to hous
ing authmities who must maintain the neighborhood over the long term. 

The HOPE VI approach to transforming public housing goes beyond 
an architect's usual bag of hicks. This isn't ordinary development, but a 
melting pot of rental and for-sale units, in a blend of public-housing, 
affordable, and market-rate residences. The units at every income level 
must not only be virtually indistinguishable from each other, but must 
also be affordable to build and manage. And, to avoid the public-housing 
label, their design must create the impression that the community has 
evolved over time. At Rainier Vista, which fits 1,000 units onto 95 acres, 
building styles include Craftsman, Colonial, and Cape Cod. Still other 
units have a contemporary but histmically evocative palette with rectan
gular board-and-batten bays. "We're concerned about the context we're 

"hope vi brings out the 
latent socialist in me. 
It's a remarkably unique 
opportunity to impact the 
community for the good." 
-bill kreage1; faia, mithun 

putting these in, but since we're 
creating a village, we have the 
opportunity to introduce styles you 
can make into a context, and that's 
kind of interesting;' Libby says. 

Yes, the work is interesting, 
and emotionally appealing as 
well. "HOPE VI biings out the 
latent socialist in me," Kreager 
says. "It's a remarkably unique 

opportunity to impact the community for the good." 

rewards for the poor 
Inventive minds have long been at work on the best ways to house the 
poor. Lawrence Vale, head of the depmtment of urban studies and 
planning at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, says there have 
always been two different approaches to low-income housing. One is 
as a coping mechanism for those who are least able to sustain them
selves economically in their community, harking back to the alms
houses of 19th-century England. The other approach sees housing as 
a reward for the worthy working poor, to tide them over for a few 
years until they get their resources together. 

"When public housing was built in America in the 1930s, it was 
mostly pa1t of the reward tradition, for highly selected households with 
stable work histories and the right family size and composition," Vale 
says. "It was harder to get into public housing in the '30s than into a top 
American university; one in every 10 families was accepted." By the 
1960s, however, public housing was back to serving as a catchall for the 
least advantaged in American cities. As mortgage subsidies and other 
federal programs made it possible for more people to make it on their 
own, public housing began to atu·act an increasingly desperate segment 
of society. "HOPE VI is an attempt to shift public housing back to being 
pmt of the reward tradition instead of the coping mechanism," Vale says. 
"It's an attempt to get a level of selectivity about tenants back and to 
have communities that are not comprised entirely of the least-well-off." 

_continued on page 66 
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park duvalle I louisville, ky. 
architect of record: Urban Design 

Associates, Pittsburgh 

developers: The Community 

Builders, Boston; Housing Authority 

of Louisville; Louisville Development 

Authority 

general contractors: Mattingly 

& Sons, Louisville; David Cosby 

Construction, Louisville; Mathis 

& Sons, Louisville 

landscape architect: LaQuatra 

Bonci Associates, Pittsburgh 

project size: 715 to 1,500 square 

feet per unit 

site size: 125 acres 

construction cost: $80 per 

square foot 

rental price: varying subsidized 

and affordable rates; market rate 

$475 to $750 per month 

sales price: $85,000 to $250,000 

per unit 

units in project: 1,213 (150 off-site) 

Pleasant neighborhoods 
linked by a network of 
streets and parkways 
replace the barracks-like 
public housing. The front 
porches, lawns, and trees 
evoke traditional Louisville 
neighborhoods. Mixed
income rental and home
owner units line a street 
leading to a rehabilitated 
neighborhood school 
(above). Apartment build
ings face a central green 
leading to the park, while 
street-level storefronts face 

Photos by Paul Rocheleau; site plan courtesy Urban Design Associates the town square (left). 
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The gracefully proportioned homes along the treelined 
boulevards of Park Du Valle, on the west side of Louisville, 
Ky., are almost indistinguishable from the classic prewar 
buildings of East Louisville's best addresses. But they are 
new, replacing the Housing Authority's derelict Cotter and 
Lang Homes. At 1,116 units, the development constituted 
the city's largest public-housing project and had a popula
tion that was 78 percent unemployed. 

In restitching the neighborhood to the larger city, Urban 
Design Associates, Pittsburgh, strengthened a tenuous con
nection: the Algonquin Parkway, the withered end of an 
Olmsted park system that meanders through the strong 
urban neighborhoods in East Louisville. "We imported the 
idea of this being on an Olmsted park system and designed 
the master plan as an extension of those parkways and 
parks," says principal Rob Robinson, AIA. "It's important to 
establish identifiable addresses, things that are memorable. 
Particularly on these sites, which are often the worst in 
cities, the perception is the most difficult thing to over
come." Planting patterns-streets lined with specimen hard
wood trees and a second row planted in front yards-were 
copied from Olmsted archives. 

UDA's master plan is a scripted kit of parts that includes 
residential and commercial block patterns and specifies 
architectural styles found in Louisville, such as Victorian, 
Arts and Crafts, and Colonial Revival with two-bay porch
es. The parkways-and the gridded streets behind them
are interwoven with single-family homes, three-story row 
houses, and small apartments designed as three-, four-, and 
six-unit buildings, none taller than two stories. The apart
ments are concentrated on the community's eastern edge 
near the new town center, which is the knuckle between 
old, established neighborhoods and the new housing. 

The architects carefully allocated the budget for the 
greatest impact. These houses are very simple boxes, but 
they're clad in richly colored fiber-cement board; windows 
are solid PVC. "If we need brick in the budget, we'll save it 
for buildings where we can use it effectively on all four 
walls rather than as a pastiche," Robinson says. "The nice, 
deep color really helps to balance the mix of materials." He 
adds, "We try to fight for the things that are important on 
historic architecture, such as getting porches on the houses 
and raising the house out of the ground a couple of feet 
instead of building slab on grade. In an urban neighbor
hood, you need to be able to get up off the street level to 
feel comfortable on the porch." 

The project's third phase, the town center, is nearly com
pleted. It includes commercial and retail space with two
story living units on top, a 40,000-square-foot medical cen
ter, a community center, education and social-service facili
ties, and an apartment building for the elderly with ground
floor retail.-c. w. 
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Indeed, the current mode attempts to fix the failed barracks- and 
International-Style high-rise template, where the goal was to house the 
poor efficiently and bring services to them. Those support services 
were often inadequate and problems compounded. Then along came 
HOPE Vi's mixed-income model as a path to self-sufficiency, and, with 
it, the New Urbanist principles of compact, pedestrian-friendly neighbor
hoods. "Just when the whole New Urbanist philosophy was gaining wide 
acceptance, the two came together as a core design philosophy for HOPE 

VI, demonstrating that by proper design you could reduce street crime," 
says John Mcilwain, a senior fellow at the Urban Land Institute. From 
1993 to 1997, then-HUD secretary Henry Cisneros endorsed New Urbanist 
principles at planning conferences, and HOPE VI projects fell in step. 

The new-town developments that blend a range of income levels were 
meant to improve upon the original HOPE VI vision. The program's earli
est grants were used for renovation and required one-to-one replacement 
of public-housing units slated for demolition. Although the law was later 
amended to 50 percent replacement, the policy created a logjam in innova-

"there are some individ-
ual success stories that 
have stood out. but 

tion, says private developer Richard 
Baron, McCormack Baron Salazar, 
St. Louis. ''That was always the 
provision that stopped any kind of 
demolition of public housing," he 

success has been less than says. ''There was no ability to do 
an in-place redevelopment of the 

widespread." - michael liu, areas that surrounded these public
assistant secretary of the office housing sites" in a way that would 

of public and indian housing attract private investors. 
Determined to show such housing 

could pay for itself financially and 
return benefits to the community, in 1994 Baron went to HUD for waivers 
that would allow him to reconfigure a St. Louis public-housing project, 
now known as Murphy Park, as a mixed-finance and mixed-income com
munity. He got the green light, the project was deemed a success, and 
Murphy Park became a forerunner of today's HOPE VI redevelopments. 
Previously, HOPE VI had excluded state tax credits and other public and 
private financing, Baron notes. Murphy Park provided a prototype for 
HUD officials to see how the financing and legal channels could work. 

moving mountains 
Even if such an approach can work, it has proven difficult to manage. 
Now, at the end of a 10-year trial period, HOPE Vi's future is uncertain. 
Reviews of the projects are as mixed as the residents' incomes. Impres
sive achievements abound, but so do examples of projects that dragged 
on for years beyond their scheduled completion dates and others that 
failed the families they were supposed to serve. Of the 193 grants award
ed, only 22 projects are complete, leaving $3 billion in the pipeline. 
"There are some individual success stories that have stood out," says 
Michael Liu, assistant secretary of the Office of Public and Indian Hous
ing, which oversees HOPE VI. "But success has been less than wide
spread. It's one of the reasons we've proposed a pause in the program." 

It's the delays that concern HUD most. One of the problems has been 
that only housing authorities can apply for funding, and most of them 

continued on page 68 
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oak hill I pittsburgh 
architect of record: Goody, Clancy 

& Associates, Boston 

developers: Housing Authority of 

Pittsburgh; Beacon/Corcoran Jennison 

Partners, Boston 

general contractor: Allequippa 

Construction, Pittsburgh 

landscape architect: LaQuatra 

Bonci Associates, Pittsburgh 

project size: 614 to 1,687 square 

feet per unit 

site size: 80 acres 

construction cost: $101 per 

square foot 

rental price: varying subsidized 

and affordable rates; market rate 

$535 to $1,495 per month 

sales price: $75,000 to $85,000 

per unit 

units in project: 664 

townhomes that 
descend the steep 
slopes toward down
town Pittsburgh. Some 
ground-floor apart
ments have individual 
front doors and yards; 
all units have decks 
or patios that help 
animate the street. 
Gridded streets inter
spersed with pocket 
parks and communal 
areas where children 
can play in view of 
adults supplant a ser
pentine dead end. 
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Dating to 1943, the former Allequippa Terrace was Pitts
burgh's largest public-housing project. It consisted of 83 
three-story apartment buildings on a steep hill atop an aban
doned coal mine. The ends of the barracks-style buildings 
faced the street, a design disaster that contributed to the 
incidence of drive-by shootings and a general sense of iso
lation. And while the views went on forever, the streetscape 
was a dead end, physically and metaphorically. 

The newly named Oak Hill offers a mix of housing, 70 
percent of it affordable and 30 percent market rate. Of the 
existing 1,700 units, nearly half were empty, and about 400 
residents moved back. Replacing the stigmatizing buildings 
are 664 residences ranging from townhouses to mid-rise 
apaitment complexes. "We wanted to develop a new com
munity in which there was no distinction between afford
able and market-rate units," says Marty Jones, president of 
Corcoran Jennison, Boston, who developed and manages 
the property in partnership with The Beacon Companies, 
also of Boston. "The physical design creates a big impres
sion." She adds, "The other piece is giving the existing resi
dent organization a voice in determining how and when 
things will happen. On every debate, they constantly bring 
us back to how decisions affect their everyday lives." 

The residents wanted their new homes to look like the 
single-family houses in adjacent working-class neighbor
hoods, and safety was a top priority. Goody, Clancy & 
Associates, Boston, designed a traditional prewar neighbor
hood of tree-shaded streets and sidewalks, public squares 
and parks, mid-rise apartments, and townhouses pulled out 
to the street edge. To economize, the ai·chitects limited the 
number of unit types but varied the colors, materials, and 
massing. Many of the townhouses crowning the ends of 
blocks have a tower; others feature bay windows. All have 
front porches with Arts and Crafts detailing, recalling the 
stick-built worker housing from the early part of the last 
century. "Pittsburgh residential architecture is straightfor
wai·d and practical," says Geoffrey Wooding, AIA, a princi
pal at Goody Clancy. "But it's nicely scaled and propor
tioned, and front porches enliven the streets." The design 
team persuaded the city to allow parallel parking in front of 
the houses, so the streets feel inhabited and safe. 

Oak Hill hooks up to West Oakland, downtown business
es, and the nearby University of Pittsburgh Medical Center 
via an extension of Terrace Street, a main road that had pre
viously skirted the projects. On-site support services help 
residents improve their long-term prospects. Housing 
Opportunities Unlimited, a Boston-based family-services 
and job-training entity, has an office on site. It provides 
driver's education, child care, and social-service referrals, 
and works with local businesses to help Oak Hill residents 
find jobs.-c. w. 
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have no experience with private development. Unresolved legal battles 
between housing authorities and residents' groups create other holdups. 
And, Liu admits, HUD's approvals process has simply been too burden
some. "Some of the issues related to slowness were the result of HUD 
not being timely on approval of documents, providing legal review when 
needed, or stepping into the process when we shouldn't," he says. 

Housing officials say the biggest problems occurred in the early years, 
and that they are learning from their mistakes. Elinor Bacon was deputy 
assistant secretary for public-housing investments at HUD when An
drew Cuomo was at the helm, from 1997 to 2001. As she explains it, 
"There was a whole community of public/private partnerships that need
ed to be created. We felt the previous hands-off policy wasn't the right 
way, letting housing authorities figure it out for themselves." Expeditors 
were brought in to get all the players together-planning practitioners, 
developers, community activists, and financing experts-to create some 
real structure. Annual HOPE VI conferences showcased best practices. 
And consultants were assigned to projects that were stuck. 

"some places have 
used hope vi money 
responsibly. other cities 
have treated it as an 
opportunity to get rid 
of poor people in 
desirable areas of the city." 
-lawrence vale, mit 

Liu says those efforts continue. 
"Up until recently, there was a lack of 
attention to good old-fashioned proj
ect management," he says. ''We sat 
down with our awardees over a year 
ago and created project schedules
many had barely passable project 
time lines. Now we have protocols for 
accountability and sanctions for not 
producing as promised.'' HUD also 
gives preference to housing authorities 
who submit applications showing that 
they have partners who know what 
they're doing. And, adds Liu, HUD 

project managers are getting away from being micromanagers. 
Marilyn Melkonian, president of Telesis, a development company in 

Washington, D.C., that plans, finances, and builds urban communities, 
thinks less micromanaging is a good thing. "We all want to strive to be 
more efficient in redevelopment efforts that require so many people," 
says Melkonian, who has participated in 12 HOPE VI projects. "That may 
be possible in te1ms of standardizing certain documents and removing the 
layers of reviews." However, she adds, "there are certain kinds of things 
in development that take time---changing zoning, getting the city to put 
in capital improvements, or getting the state to award tax credits. Merely 
saying you're holding someone to a time line ignores the reality. But 
there are ways of cooperating to make this process more efficient." 

urban removal 
Another troubling result of HOPE VI, critics say, is that its mixed-income 
model-typically one-third public housing, one-third affordable, and one
third market rate---contributes to the loss of public-housing units, which 
are designated for the poorest of the poor. According to the Oakland, 
Calif.-based National Housing Law Project, deficits created by HOPE VI 
and other redevelopment activities in the last decade add up to a net loss 
of more than 107 ,000 public-housing units, and the average waiting list in 
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newholly I seattle 
architect of record: Weinstein AIU 

(formerly Weinstein Copeland 

Architects), Seattle 

developer: Seattle Housing 

Authority 

general contractors: 
Absher/Pacific, Puyallup, Wash.; 

Walsh Construction Co., Seattle 

landscape architect: Nakano 

Associates, Seattle 

project size: 678 to 2,012 square 

feet per unit 

site size: 118 acres 

construction cost: $85 per square 

foot (rental units); $89 per square foot 

(for-sale units) 

rental price: varying subsidized 

and affordable rates; market rate 

$630 to $1,200 per month 

sales price: $175,000 to 

$316,000 per unit 

units in project: 1,731 (341 off-site) 

Abstracted Craftsman-style duplexes 
(above) read as single-family homes. 
Weinstein AIU took its design cues from 
houses in surrounding neighborhoods. 
The master plan, now in its final phase, 
includes independent and assisted-liv
ing facilities for the elderly, a neighbor
hood campus offering education and 

Photos and site plan courtesy SHA social services, and a light-rail station. 
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A criticism of HOPE VI is that these projects are often poorly 
managed, resulting in extended delays. Although it had its 
share of holdups, New Holly is a shining example of how to 
manage a complicated process. After it was awarded a HOPE 
VI grant, the Seattle Housing Authority, acting as sole devel
oper, assembled a panel of blue-ribbon experts to provide 
guidance. Begun in 1998, the project is now in phase two, 
and on track to complete the third and final phase by 2005. 

Within the first year, the consulting team had achieved con
sensus with community and design review boards on housing 
types, designed and pliced them out, and designed and permit
ted the infrastmcture. That was no small challenge. New Holly 
was the first community in the Northwest to provide for-sale 
and rental housing in the same neighborhood. "The building 
products being economically indistinguishable from each other 
created financing and entitlement difficulties," says Ed Wein
stein, FAIA, Weinstein AIU, Seattle. Another hurdle was the 
language barrier: Participating communities represented nine 
translated languages and multiple others. 

Weinstein replaced the circular street patterns of the old 
garden-apaitment public housing with a grid, knotting it into 
the fablic of adjacent neighborhoods-but at a higher quali
ty, with parks, sidewalks, and open space. The architectural 
design provided both diversity and economies of scale. The 
standard housing in phase one is the two-family duplex, an 
abstracted Craftsman bungalow composed of one foundation 
and one main-floor configuration, to which Weinstein added 
three different upper floor plans. Each creates a different 
exterior appeai·ance and roof form. The budget dictated 
plain-Jane vinyl windows and siding, but finn members 
fought for every piece of real wood they could get, using it 
for trim on porches, where it could be appreciated. 

HOPE VI clitics also contend that the inclusion of market
rate units has contlibuted to housing shortages for the neediest 
families. The Seattle Housing Autholity addressed that poten
tial pitfall by partneling with local nonprofits to fully replace 
the 871 units of very-low-income units that were removed, 
says SHA's program manager Ed Rose. Forty-one percent of 
the housing, some of it off site, is designated for very-low
income households; 21 percent is designated for those with 
incomes below the Seattle median; and the remaining 38 per
cent will be market rate. The "neighborhood campus" helps 
residents reinvest in their community and their future. On site 
are a Seattle public library branch, classrooms for South Seat
tle Community College, Head Start, child care, youth tutoiing, 
entrepreneulial opportunities, and employment programs. 

Although NewHolly won a Charter Award from the Con
gress for the New Urbanism for its use of New Urbanist plin
ciples, Weinstein says the team was simply trying to create 
a typical Seattle neighborhood. "We felt the satisfaction of 
being able to create a necessary and viable community from 
whole cloth in a very short peliod of time," he says. "It has 
become a neighborhood the residents really chelish."-c. w. 
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jurisdictions that received HOPE VI projects in 2001 contained nearly 
5,000 families. "The biggest downside is the extent to which public
housing families have been displaced from their homes and don't get 
to take advantage of the greatly improved conditions that redevelop
ment brings," Vale says. "In the worst cases, it really has been a form 
of urban renewal as urban removal." 

Flawed relocation and right-of-return practices are part of the problem. 
Existing residents can choose to return to the redeveloped community, 
locate elsewhere with a Section 8 voucher, or move into other public 
housing. According to a recent National Housing Law Project paper 
called "False Hope," only about 11 percent of former residents have actu
ally ended up in the redeveloped sites. Fifty percent moved into other pub
lic housing in the housing authorities' portfolio. About a third were given 
vouchers to go elsewhere in the private market, and the rest were lost. 
The report states that the reasons for this trend include harassment, inade
quate relocation services, poor lines of communication, the lack of af
fordable housing on redevelopment sites, and unreasonably stringent re

"you have to make an 
effort to bring jobs into the 
mix, making sure plenty 
of people have work." 
-michael pyatok, faia, 

admission screening criteria. Liu 
says that some of the criticism 
about low-income displacement is 
based on the frustration that so few 
redevelopments have come to 
fruition. "No one who wants to 
stay in the program and is follow
ing the rules is left without hous-

pyatok architects ing resources," he says. 
HOPE Vi's impact on existing 

residents has varied widely from city to city and neighborhood to 
neighborhood. "Some places have used HOPE VI money responsibly 
to rehouse families living in troubled projects," says Vale. "Other 
cities and neighborhoods have treated it as an opportunity to get 
rid of poor people in desirable areas of the city for more lucrative 
forms of development." 

An example of this controversy is Centennial Place Apartments 
in Atlanta, acclaimed by HUD and planners across the country as a 
stellar example of what HOPE VI can accomplish. The developers 
focused on building in educational opportunities, including an on
site preschool, a YMCA offering youth programs, and a reconstitut
ed elementary school that is now the second-highest-performing 
elementary school in the Atlanta public school system, according to 
Renee Glover, president and CEO of the Atlanta Housing Authority. 

But the housing authority has been criticized for being heavy
handed in its approach to fixing this community. Begun in 1995 and 
on target to finish this year, Centennial Place replaces the former 
Techwood Homes and Clark Howell Homes, 1,195 units of low-den
sity public housing occupying 13 three-story apartment buildings 
and seven two-story townhouses. The finished project will include 
905 apartments and townhomes, and is striving for a public-housing 
replacement ratio of about 62 percent, some of it off-site. 

Larry Keating, a professor of urban studies at Georgia Tech, who 
documented the project, notes that the 60-year-old former communi
ty was on the National Register of Historic Places. The homes had 
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been renovated in the 1980s, and two years before demolition the 
dwellings had been pronounced solid enough to last another six 
decades. In a paper published in the Journal of Urban History in 
March 2000, Keating suggests that because of its location across the 
street from Coca-Cola's world headquarters and adjacent to the 
Olympic Park stadium, the project was motivated primarily by inter
ests other than helping the poor receive better housing. Perhaps most 
disturbing, 92.9 percent of the original residents did not return. 

When asked what happened to the tenants, Glover says that 
almost all of them chose to enter the Section 8 program, and those 
who didn't pass the screening test for re-entry moved into other pub
lic housing. In 1994, "the Atlanta Housing Authority was not a very 
effective manager, and the families' distrust of AHA ran deep," she 
explains. "The AHA was asking families to trust them with demol
ishing their homes despite not having a track record to indicate that 
it had the capacity to accomplish its objectives." 

Longtime affordable-housing advocate Michael Pyatok, FAIA, 
Pyatok Architects, Oakland, Calif. , has recently taken on a HOPE VI 
project in East Oakland. He agreed to participate because the hous
ing authmity board is committed to a one-to-one replacement of all 
195 units that house very-low-income residents, and will acquire 
smaller sites around town to include the entire program. In some 
instances, he believes, it's best not to mix income levels at the 
expense of disturbing the human bonds that have been forged 
through the years. "It doesn't have to be a third-third-third mix, and 
a lot of communities can be successful without having a host of 
homeowners," he says. "You just have to make an eff011 to bring 
more jobs into the mix, making sure plenty of people have work." 

hope for the future 
So, will HOPE VI continue? To date, HUD has exceeded its goal of 
demolishing the nation's most distressed housing projects. There are 
140,000 aging public-housing units that have been or are slated to be 
torn down using HOPE VI and other HUD funds, compared with the 
86,000 units HUD counted in 1992. 

Both the U.S. House and the Senate have reauthorized the program, 
but at amounts significantly reduced from the $500 million appropriated 
each year in 2001 and 2002. At press time, the House bill stood at $50 
million, the Senate at $195 million, but the budget hadn't been finalized. 
With the 2003 grantees not yet awarded, however, HUD expects HOPE 

VI program dollars to continue through 2008. Even if the program is 
phased out, housing authorities will be able to continue with redevel
opment work. According to HUD, more than $800 million has been 
generated in the last two years alone through financing strategies such as 
capital bonds and state tax credits. "HOPE VI was not created to solve all 
the housing problems in America, but to address the condition of some 
of the worst public housing," says Bacon. If so, the program may have 
accomplished what it set out to do. Either way, the lessons of the last 
decade will continue to guide policy-makers and architects alike on how 
best to fulfill the hope of decent housing conditions for everyone. ra 

Cheryl Weber is a contributing writer in Severna Park, Md. 
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Excellent Choice™ for All Your 

Window & Door Needs 

From low-maintenance cellular PVC of t he Legend Series™, to high performance 

Next Dimension™ vinyl double hung, and top-of-the-line Pinnacle™ clad casement, all 

Windsor Windows & Doors offer the superb craftsmanship you've come to expect 

at competitive pricing your customers seek. Add great support service and quick 

response to specialized needs, and you just can't argue ... Windsor Windows & Doors 

is an Excellent Choice. 

Visit us at the International Builders' Show® in Las Vegas - Booth C432 IS 
www.windsorwindows.com 
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WINDSOR 
WINDOWS & DOORS 

A Wcxxlgrain Millm!k CooljX111y 

Excellent Choice™ 





Searching for building products? 

Choice #1 

You have a choice. 
Choice #2 

1. Visit ebuild.com. 

Some choices are better than others. At ebuild, you'll 
find the industry's most comprehensive online product 
catalog, with more than 210,000 products from hundreds 
of leading brands. Search by manufacturer, size, style, 
color, and many other criteria. For starters, choose from 
5,861 exterior entry doors or 1,506 refrigerators. You'll 
find everything and the kitchen sink (3,333 of those). 
Fast. Easy. One click away. 

ebuild. The professional's guide to building products™ 

hanley.Awood 
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Special Advertising Sect ion 

WITH JELD-WEN, 

YOU CAN WELCOME 

YEARS of RELIABILITY 

into YOUR HOMES. 

JELD-WEN9 VINYL WINDOWS ! Our vinyl 
THE SUMMIT® COLLECTION ! windows 

are designed to be visually appealing and reliably 
enduring. We offer colonial double-hung and single
hung windows to complement traditional architec
ture. All our vinyl windows have a lifetime warranty, 
which covers insulating glass, component parts 
and labor, as well as a 10-year transferable warranty. 
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JELD-WEN® WOOD WINDOWS I Wecreated 
THE CARADCO® COLLECTION Caradco 

SmartFif" clad-wood double-hung windows to help 
builders stay on budget. They're a less expensive 
option, yet they still offer a range of features such 
as tilt-in, removable sash for easy cleaning. They'll 
also help you stay on schedule, since they're easy 
to install. 

circle no. 93 ad ID PSC 

J.ELD-WEN® IWP® l The artisans w 
CUSTOM WOOD 'I create our unique I' 

EXTERIOR DOORS custom wood exte1 

doors leave no detail to chance. We offer a hos· 
designs to match various architectural styles , · 
finest wood, stain and finish options, and a rar 

of decorative glass options. Whatever you choo 
you can be sure your door will be a work of art. 

ci rcle no. 10 ad 10 PSI 

JELD-WEN® WOOD WINDOWS l' The Ne 
THE NORCO® COLLECTION Collec1 

includes premium wood and clad-wood windows 
patio doors crafted to be enduring and ene 
efficient. Design options include 8 standard m 
clad colors as we ll as 34 Norco Luxury col 
and limitless custom colors with an endur 
70% Kynar 500° resin system. 
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JELD-WEN® AlternaPlus no-dent 
ALTERNAPLUS""'' wood composite 

JOO COMPOSITE exterior doors deliver 
XTERIOR DOORS durable performance. 

se low-maintenance doors simply do not dent. 

i better staining and painting properties than 
rglass, they're available with smooth and textured 

faces in exclusive JELD-WEN panel profiles. 

3 11 0 . 11 ad ID PSEA 

. D-WEN® WOOD WINDOWS I The Pozzi 
THE POZZI® COLLECTION Collection 

.ides our beautiful custom wood and clad-wood 
:lows and patio doors. Each one is expertly 
ted by artisans to be reliably strong and 
Jring. We offer three fine interior wood options: 
ific Coast red alder, genuine mahogany or 
ical-grain Douglas fir. 
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JELD-WEN® I Our interior doors 
PREMIUM WOOD I enhance rooms with the 

INTERIOR DOORS I beauty of wood. They 

come in various architecturally accurate designs 
(including 25 new selections) with 9 matching bifold 
styles. They're avai lable in cherry, genuine 

mahogany, hickory, maple, oak and poplar, and are 
designed to match our hardwood exterior doors. 
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PROCORE I We offer molded and 
THE QUIET DOOR™ I f lush interior doors with 

ProCore The Quiet Door construction. These doors 
decrease noise transmission by 50 percent. Select 
either textured or smooth facings, plus several 
prefinished options. Additionally, our 13; 4 " doors 
offer 20-, 45-, and 60-minute fire ratings. 
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For more information about JELD- WEN 

windows and doors, or to find your 

nearest dealer, call 800-877-9482 

or visit www.jeld-wen.com . 

RELIABILITY for real life™ 

-WEN , Inc., Oregon , USA. Other brand and product names are the property of their respective companies. 
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[3/£on Classics offers you the most com
prehensive information source for balustrade 
products in the indust1y at Balustrades.com. 

Locate the ideal balustrade for any 
application using the Balustrade Selector by: 

• Maintenance Free or Painted Finish 
• Baluster & Rail Size 
• Radius Stair Availability 

System Wyight & Material 

Download Printer-Friendly Information For: 
• Balustrade Designs I CAD Drawings 
• Specifications 
• Installation Instructions 

Finally, 
low-cost 
protection against 
washing machine 
leaks and floods! 
Designer inspired 
• new construction 
• older homes 
• apartments 
• condominiums 

Circle no. 403 

Find out about our new 
Slide-In-Fold-Up 

panatl 

www.floodsaver.com 
ProduC'tof: 

P.O. Box 1782 
Stanwood, WA 98292 

1360) 629-9269 
FAX: {360) 629-2838 

ORDERS: (866) 341-7674 

EVERGREEN SLATE 
COMPANY, LLC 
Evergreen Slate Company has the most 
beautiful range of natural slate colors avail
able. With our extensive selection and most 
experienced staff, we can supply any archi
tectural effect desired or match any slate roof 
ever applied. We offer our literan1re and 
samples at no cost. For more information 
call (518) 642-2530. 
Circle no. 404 
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WROUGHT IRON COMPONENTS 

BY0U1WATER 

MAINTENANCE FREE 
CUPOLAS AND LOUVERS 
Maintenance-Free, stock & custom cupo
las from New Concept Louvers are 
wrapped with PVC coated aluminum and 
copper. Made from the same materials as 
our custom louvers, they never require 
painting like wood products. They arrive in 
three easy to install pieces pre-cut to fit 
any roof pitch, and can be ordered in stock 
sizes or to custom specifications. Over 
400 colors are available, as well as many 
different weather vanes and accessories. 
www.newconceptlouvers.com 
Tel: 1-800-635-6448 
Circle No. 407 

Authentic 18th CENTURY 
WOODEN BLINDS 

New England Raised 
Panel Shutters 

Operable Louver Shutters 

2688 E. Ponce De Leon Ave 
Decatur, Georgia 30030 

www.shutterblinds.com 

1-800-269-5697 
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LOC~RY®Aluminum Decking 

The One Step Roof Deck System 

illi~~lPFfji!~ •• Absolutely Water Tight 
tile · .Easy·lnstallation • Non ... Skid Surface 

.P~l/U~ · · 
l ~800-7lt-t785 • fax. (256} ~~7-()417 

, · ~a11: lnfo@lockdry.com .~ · www..lockdry.com. 
··. ,#5,816;010 • Meets or Exceeds SBCCI Bulldht Code 

Circle No. 411 
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Finlandia Saunas are a cut above the rest with 
highest quality materials and old country crafts
manship. In fact, we still use l "x4" wall and ceiling 
boards, while our competitors use only '/,"x4". 
That's why more architects and builders come back 
to Finlandia again ... and again ... for easy and trou
ble free installation of any standard or custom size, 
as well as best finished product. 

Finlandia Sauna Products, Inc. 
14010-B SW72ndAve. 
Portland, OR 97224 
800-354-3342 or Fax 503-684-1120 
www.finlandiasauna.com 

finlandiasauna@worldnet.att.net 

Circle no. 412 
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Raised Floor 
Systems 

Raised Floor Systems 
Discover the advantages of a raised 
floor foundation system. Dealers can 
use this comprehensive 48-page 
guide during the planning and build
ing phases. Fully illustrated with con
struction details, plus facts about 
moisture control , soils and site 
preparation, foundation types, 
design loads, span tables, and floor 
framing. Order a free copy at 
www.southernpine.com. 
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• Choose from a selection of natural pine, 
oak or maple interiors 

•Choose a maintenance-free exterior in 4 
standard colors or many custom colors 

• Choose options like vinyl brickmold or 
divided lites in various styles 

•Choose from a wide variety of window 
configurations 

Call 1-800-846-4 7 46 
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Closets are easy to design, simple to install, and extremely profitable. 

What are you waiting for? We make it easy to join the thousands of 
construction professionals who are offering closets to their customers. 

Put a closet like this one into your next job and make some real money in closets... 

For More Information-vis us at www.prodosefs.com or calf 1-877-BUY-A-PRO 
...._ __ .__. ___________ ~----~----~------~ 

'Taking Quafity to :Jfew Jfeiglits 

• Reliable 
• Easily Customized 
• Variety of Optional Features 
• Provides Access to Every Level 

Website: www.wheelovator.com 
Email: nwov@wheelovator.com 

Call Our Architectural Line 
1-800-968-5438 

See Us At The IBS Show 
Booth# S8417 

National 
Wheel-0-Vator 

509 W. Front St. Roanoke, IL 61561-0348 

eandcopper..com 
Slate and Copper Sales Co. offers the 

most compleate line of high end roofing 
materials. Our Wor1d Gutter System 
pictured below is the world's strongest 
stock half round copper gutter system. 
Gutter available in 5", 6" & 7.5" an 20.44 oz 
copper. Offering stock 
gutter hangers strong 
enough to do puU-ups 
off of. 
Phone: (814) 455•7430 

Fax: (267) 200..0800 
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CALL FOR 
ENTRIES 

The Associated Press House 
of the Week is now accepting 
applications from architects 

and designers to submit 
single-family residential house 
plans for publication in North 

American newspapers. 

Please email materials for 
review to: 

debolson@aphouseoftheweek.com 

Associated Press 

HouseTWE Week 
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X ur Clients deserve the 
Staircase of their dreams. 

'11l1 ll make their 
drea11!-s a reality. 

It's simple. 

Specify a S~airWC?rld® 
custom staircase 1n 
your architectural plans. 

Curved, Spir~l_, 
Hourglass, Elliptical 
Stair Parts & Railings 
Professional Services 

· Design Consulting 
·On-site Measurement 
• Railing Installation 

Supervision 
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Appeal 
Framing curves has never been so easy. Simply 

bend Flex-C Plate by hand to frame everything 

from barrel vaults and curved walls to columns 

and wavy ceilings. Flex-C Plate works great 

with both wood and metal stud applications. 

0 ---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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NASC 

Do you like being apart of the 
Creative Process or just 
Want What You Want? 

Well, work with us to make your 
Caststone Dreams come true. 

We Specialize in Custom Fireplace Mantels, 
Columns, Balustrade, Address Blocks, 

Keystones, Signage, W atertables, 
Door & Window Surrounds 

and Window Sills 
www .northamericanstone.com 

Call for a free Catalog 972 562-9992 

For over 75 years, Heatilator has brought the 
warmth home with its dramatic , award-winning 

gas and woodbuming fireplaces. 

Cutting-edge technology in products such as the 
Icon 100, the industry 's largest woodbuming 

fireplace, Caliber nXt's new Extreme technology, 
and the kiva style of the Aztec has recently 

earned Heatilator recognition 
for their innovation. 

With its legion of satisfied customers, built on an 
outstanding reputation for quality, innovation ~ 

and service, Heatilator remains the fireplace of '<j" 

choice for custom builders. 0 
For more information call 1-800-927-6841 or 

website: www.heatilator.com 
Circle no . 404 
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Mantels, Hearths, Surrounds 

~eu.;,n.,.,. I'~ ~e<atml'£and ~aul'? 

~XwJ .5/Jm~.1ze 

Architect/Builder 
Discounts 

Call Toll Free 

888/593-0888 
www.americancast.com 
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The GEM, with its Firebrick™ con

struction, is the only fireplace that can 
truly offer an unobstructed view of a 
traditional arched fireplace. Its stylish 
herringbone refractory also enhances 
the GEM's authentic look. The GEM 
provides exceptional heat when needed 
and options to divert the heat when the 
beauty of the fireplace is all that's 

desired. 

Heat-N-Glo 
1-888-427 -3973 
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TALENT POOL 

of the industrys top-quality 

pool and spa products, setting the standards for exce{lence to 

meet your highest expectations for pe1fonnance and beauty. 

turn common materials into luxurious retreats designed just for 

your needs . .. and your dreanis. 

who have risen 

to the top of the indust1y because of our professionalism. 

And, our commitnient to quality and service guarantees your 

pool or spa will stay beautifully inviting and silently efficient. 

For years to come. 

-~ ' I 
~ I < ~ 2.J ~.£I~ 2 r the members of the National Spa and Pool 

Institute offer unique designs, innovation, sat4f action and support. 

Make sure your communities and your home buyers get the best. 

Work with the best. Work with members of the National Spa and 

Pool Institute. NATIONAL 
SPA & POOL 
INSTITUTE 

2 111 Eisenhower Avenue , Alexandria, Vi17?,inia 22314 www.nspi.org 

Look for this symbol 

of excellence in 

choosing your pool 

or spa products and 

professionals/ 

For Free Information 

call 800-3 23-3996. 
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end quote 

modern life 
el pueblo ribera court, la jolla, calif., 1923 

rudolf m. schindler 

schindler 

Courtesy Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, HABS, CAL, 37-LAJOL, 3-5 

hrough their flowing floor plans and elemental materials, the Pueblo Ribera is also notable for its then-experimental poured-

homes designed by Rudolf Schindler emphasize creativity, concrete frame. Schindler designed wooden forms supported by 

calm, and openness to new ideas. This relationship between a metal framework to hold each slab of concrete in place while 

home and lifestyle comes through clearly in the 12-unit housing it dried. As soon as one slab was finished, the contractor poured 

complex at El Pueblo Ribera Court near San Diego. Schindler another on top of it. Redwood and glass join concrete as the 

arranged the attached, U-shaped units in an interlocking pattern project's dominant materials. 

so that each one had the luxury of a private outdoor room. The units at Pueblo Ribera are still privately occupied, as they 

In addition to its intricate site plan and fluid interior spaces, were in Schindler's time.-meghan drueding 
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